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TEE EFyECTS OF KEfROOEH, PHOSPHORUS, AM) POTASSIUM 
FERTILIZATION 01 TFS QUALITT Al© CHEIIICAI, 

COICPOSITION OF P0I£ BEAKS 

HRRODUCTION 

The growing of pole beans for canning and fireeslng is a vajor 

indastry in Western TfcsMngton and in the Willaaette Valley of 

Western Oregon* Maeh expansion of acreage has occurred since 

World War H* 

The well-being of the industry is dependent on a high yield 

per acre of a high quality product. Publications of both the 

Oregon and Washington Agricultural Esperiaent Stations have pointed 

out the necessity of correctly fertilising the crop to secure 

large yields (9, 15)•   More recently, the Oregon Agricultural 

Experiment Station has undertaken a conprehensive study of the 

yield responses of pole beans to several nutrient elements. 

This work has now progressed sufficiently that one can estinate 

the needs of pole beans for nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium 

to produce marlanw yields. 

During the course of the research on the effect of ferti- 

lisers on yield, several interested processors and growers have 

inquired about the effect of the varicws fertiliser elements on 

the quality of the bean crop* There have been claims, for example, 

that ■toe use of potassium Improves the quality of processed beans, 

and also results in a minimum of deterioration when beans are 

stored daring periods of peak harvest. Far those reasons many 



growers use potassitm as & part of their mil fertility program, 

even though resultant yield increases hare often been insufficient 

to justify the expense. 

A stuity of the effect of fertilisers on the quality of canned 

aid frosen beans was initiated in 1952. Although growers1 and 

processors' inquiries hare centered about the effect of potassitm 

on quality, the study was organised to include the effects of nitro- 

gen and phosphorus as veil* 

In this study •quality" is defined as an "integration of those 

factors in a food which affect its utilisation by the censumer*. 

To iaplenent this definition, nuBsrous factors having relationship 

to quality of beans were evaluated. These inelnded objective 

detennin&tions of color, seed content, crude fiber, and resistance 

to shear} and subjective grading of color, texture and maturity, 

and absence of defects, the latter infconation was sapple»ented 

by subjective scoring of appearance and flavor. 

"Cbasdeal coopositlan* as used in this study refers to the 

nitrogen, phosphorus, potassiua, calcium, nagneaiua and total ash 

content of the beans* Deterainations of the first three elements 

were made to see if fertilisation had significantly affected the 

conpositlon of the beans in respect to these ele&ents* Calciua was 

detendned because of its nutritional iapertance. Determination 

of nagnesium was «ade because its behavior is often siailar to 



that of calcium. Total ash eoaxtent eaa detenained as an aid to 

interpretation of data froa detendLnatioos of the several individual 

eianenta* 

The results of teo years' study are reported in this disserta- 

tion. 



REVIEW 0? LITERATUEE 

A aurrey of the literature vas undertaken in 1951* The decision 

to accept the project, the aethods used, and the interpretation of 

the results were affected to a considerable degree by pertinent 

findings in the literature. 

Basic Concepts of Role of Potassiua in Plant gntrltiop 

There have been many atteagjts to establish the role of potasslus 

In plant nutrition. Solder (39, p.10) credited to Hoagland the 

statwnent that "at one tine or another almost every inportant 

physiological process in the plant has been attributed to potassium". 

Hewitt (30, p. 25) pointed out the fact that apparently no one has 

been able to definitely establish the role of this element. He 

did state, however, that it was his opinion that potassium, ami 

to sone extent calcium in complementary fashion, serves to maintain 

cell organisation, hydration, and permeability. In this way, 

enzyme systems are affected. Cooil and Slattery (17, p.432) observed 

that condensation of carbohydrates was restricted in low-potassium 

plants. This was interpreted by Hewitt (30, p. 25) to be doe to 

an effect of potassium on enzymes. Reduced condensation activity 

resulted in accumulation of simple sugars. Naturally higher molec- 

ular weight carbohydrates are limited under such conditions. As 

early as 1907 Reed (44, p. 520) made this observation. Several 

workers have found carbohydrate changes doe to potassium, but 

they do not always agree. Gregory (27, pp.565-568) reported that 



potassium deficiency in barley loitered reducing sugar and led 

to a very low total sugar content. Be further stated that the 

effect of potassium deficiency i* largely dependent on the pres- 

ence of other cations, particularly calcium and sodium. Gregory 

also found that potassium affects nitrogen oatabolisa, potassium 

deficiency being characterised by (a) a marked increase in soluble 

nitrogen, and (b) a rery rapid break-doen of protein during senes- 

cence of leaves. He held that potassium is not primarily associ- 

ated with protein synthesis but is necessary for maintaining the 

protoplasmic eorolex, and in the absence of potassium proteolysis 

occurs. This was interpreted by Hewitt, cited earlier, as an 

effect on "cell organisation, hydration, and penaeability,,• 

PotassiTBR absorption has been observed to be related to the 

absorption of other cations by plants. Liebig's concept was cited 

by Bear, Toth, and Prince (3, p.3S0) in a discussion of this point. 

They stated that a modem statement of Liebig's concept would bet 

"under uniform conditions for growth, except for limited varia- 

tions in the relative amounts of the several cations in the nutrient 

medlai the sum of the Ca, Mg, K, and Ba expressed as oilliequivalents 

of dry matter is a constant for any given plant variety" • According 

to these same authors, the highest degree of constancy is found in 

the terminal leaves. York, BradfieLd and Peech (54, pp.53-63) 

found this relationship to be generally true, although there often 

was divergency resulting from potassium fertilisation. This led 



tham to coneloda tbat potaaaltoi appeared to play a doiainant role in 

regulation of abaorption of cations in plants. 

Braise and Searaeth (20, p.201) stated that relationships between 

potash fertilisation and the growth, quality, and composition of 

different crop plants were similar. In tobacco they found that as 

the percent of potassitua oxide increased, -Use percent of calcium 

oxide and magnesium oxide decreased. Their data showed that calcium 

oxide and magnesium oxide percentages mere abore 1% in potassium 

deficient plants, whereas magnesium oxide dropped to a level of 

about .4Jf and calcium oxide dropped to below 1% in plants of suf- 

ficient potassium content. Potassium oxide percentage increased 

from about .25% to more than 2% with increased fertilisation, Hoagland 

(31, p.164) pointed oat that "Many researches have Shown that altera- 

tion of soil or culture medium to Increase potassium absorption 

reduces absorption of calcium aad magnesium. Increase of calcium 

and magnesitoa also reduce potassium absorption, but the effect 

is far lees marked." 

In a general review of the effect of mineral concentration 

en the chemical composition of plant a, Beescn (5> p,429} stated 

that there seems to be general agreement that the phosphorus content 

is either unchanged, or lower, ifaere potassium has been supplied 

as a fertiliser. This review further pointed oat that high applica- 

tions of nitrogen, particularly anmonium sulfate, have been associ- 

ated with a lower calcium concentration. 



Potassixm Deficiency Effects on Plant Coaposition and Stractttre 

Bums (14,  pp*314>3X5) sttidied the effect of nitrogen and potas- 

sitoa deficiency on the coiaposition and structure of tobacco steas. 

Percentage dry weight, percentage of parenchyma, and percentage of 

carbohydrates vere depressed due to potassitn deficiency. Hitrogen 

deficiency, an the other hand, was characterized by an increase 

in the dry weight content of the pith and an increase in the carbo- 

hydrate content of pith and cortex. The percentage nitrogen in the 

pith and cortex was low in these plants* However, the percentage 

potassium was very higi in the cortex. Plants lacking potassium 

had a lower percentage of potassium in pith and cortex, but a higher 

nitrogen content. The potassium and nitrogen deficiency was so 

severe in this experiment that growth was severely retarded. Bums' 

observation that increase in carbohydrate content resulted from 

nitrogen deficiency was perhaps first pointed out by Krsas and 

Kraybill (36) and has been the conclusion of many investigations 

made since that time* 

Nightingale, Schemerhom, and Robbins (40, p.12) observed 

that young tomato plants grown under conditions of potassium 

deficiency exhibited stiff, woody stems with high starch content. 

Thus, a depressed carbohydrate content does not always occur as 

a syraptao. of potassium deficiency. Tomato plants receiving high 

amoonts of potassium exhibited symptoms usually attributed to 

high nitrogen conditions such as soft, succulent stems and delayed 

fruiting. 
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The degree of potaasitoi deficiency aay govern the effect of 

potaaaixm on eaztx^ydrate accuBEolation, aeeording to lightingale, 

Schenaerhom, and Robblna (AD,  p.33). They pointed oat that potae- 

aitia say be eeaential for carbon dLcodde aasimilation, and therefore 

carbohydrate concentration nay be low* Ho*ever, if nitrate assimilA- 

tion is inhibited throngh lack of potaasium, carbc^sydrates aay 

accuasalate, 

Janescn and Bartholojoew (32, pp.255,  259) called attention 

to the effect of concentration of potassitm on the production of 

carbohydrates* Tabular data in their report indicated that dry 

weight, sugar, and starch percentages did not necessarily increase 

with increased potassiinu More potaasixm was absorbed from nutrient 

solutions Containing large anotoats of this ion than was actually 

required for toe needs of the plant. They concluded that the 

greatest percentage of sugars aad starch occurred in solution 

cultures of two aad three parts per Million potassium,, which was 

below the concentration of BaadjKun absorption of potassium. Their 

data also indicated a difference in species requirement for potas- 

sium. Soy beans and oats responded well in solutions np to ten 

parts per Bdllion, ^xile cotton did best on nutrient solutions 

containing two to three parts per million. 

Effects of Potaasiuw and Other Wotrient Elements on Crop Quality 

Beeson (5, p.424) observed that most fertilizer experlasnts 

hare been concerned with crop yield rather than with crop quality. 



Methods of determination of quality have also been slosr to develop. 

Beauaont and Chandler (U, pp.37,38) studied the effect of 

potassiuB. on the f jbnsiess and keeping quality of apples and peaches 

over a period of six years. Firaneas was naasured with a pressure 

tester. Their data indicated that freshly harvested fruits groira 

on trees fertilised with nitrogen sore slightly firaer than those 

froM trees shl^i received potassiuai or potassium plus phosphorus. 

After storage, the fruit grown on trees receiving nitrogen and 

five pounds of potassiuai chloride per tree were the softest, being 

softer than those receiving nitrogen and ten pounds of potassium 

chloride per tree, the differences were small. 

Peaches from trees receiving only nitrogen were more firm whoa 

picked than were peaches from trees receiving potassium or potas- 

sium plus phosphorus. After storage, the frtdt froa trees receiving 

nitrogen alone and nitrogen plus five pounds of potassium chloride 

per tree were less firm than those receiving nitrogen plus ten 

pounds of potassium chloride per tree, or those receiving nitrogen, 

potassium, and phosphorus. It Urns appeared that potassium was an 

aid in keeping peaches firmer during storage. Again, the differences 

were relatively small. 

Qoorley and Hewlett (26, p.156) discussed the frequent lack 

of response of tree fruits to potassium and phosphorus. They sug- 

gested that much of the potassium may be reutilized. The large 

root system of trees plus storage reserves were cited by these 

writers as reasons for the many failures to secure yield responses 
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to potaasiTB* and phosphorus. They stated that many orchardists hare 

for years used only nitrogen, aad even in the ease of nitrogen, there 

wean conflicting results. Most nitrogen experbnents reported an 

increase in fruit sisey but a reduction in xruaber of fruits. Thus, 

the oererall effect on yield was not always farorable, aad the 

effect of nitrogen on color was usually unfavorable. Hence, scae 

coHprcmise often had to be made between color and yield. Boynton 

(10, pp.279-280) presented an excellent discussion of the nitrogen 

problen on Mclntosh apple in few York. He stated thatt 

"Hitrogen is nore apt to Unit the productivity of apples 

under sed conditions than any other nutrient. It has also been 

realised that apple trees receiving heavy doses of nitrogen ferti- 

liser nay produce fruit of narkedly less color and quality than 

trees not receiving added nitrogen." In sate experinents, even 

though the sise of the apples was increased by nitrogen, the yield 

of fancy ftruit was less. This was due to the narked effect of 

nitrogen on color. Growth phenomena that were most iaportant in 

deteradning yield occurred early in the growing season. Thus, a 

relatively high nitrogen statue of the tree, favoring high yield, 

was desired early in the season, and a relatively low nitrogen 

status, favoring high fruit quality, was desired late in the season. 

In an investigation of factors influencing yield and quality 

of peas, Boswell (3, 352)  studied potash in particular. Orowers 

at that tine (1929) were of the opinion that large aaounts of 
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potaah eaaaad paaa to nature rary rapidly and to produce a product 

that waa hard and atarchy. BoawaLl reported that he could find no 

conaiatent reaponae to nuriate of potaah in reapect to yield, rate 

of Maturity, or quality, Thia nark waa carried on for five yeara 

at varioua locationa in Maryland. 

Sayre, nilaaum, and Kertess (46, pp.45-57) reported aoae 

interesting aork on potamiun effect a on peas in Raw York. There 

asa a eaarictton aaeog groeera at that tiae (1929) that potaasiua 

chloride fertilisation caused tough peaa. Fertiliaer plota aere 

eatabliahed in the field and were followed by nutrient aolutlon 

experlaenta in the greenhouae. Judges could find no aignificant 

quality differences in the product in the 1929 experiawnta. The 

ezperiaesrta were repeated in 1930, the data indicating that (1) 

when potassita content of peas inoreased, calciun content decreased, 

and (2) hi^ier calcium content resulted in tougher peaa. Marked 

differences in calcium and potaasiua content of pea planta waa found 

in greenhouse axperinente established as a part of this study. A 

high calcium content in any part of the plant waa alwaya accoapa- 

nied hf a low potaseium content, and vice-Teraa (p.57). 

Hester (29, pp.306>307) repcarted a similar case in scotch 

peas being used for soup manufacture. The soil in which the peaa 

were groan had a pH of between 7.0 and 8.5 and waa reiy high in 

replaceable calcium and magnesium, and very low in replaceable 

potassium. The peas were difficult to cook, sometimes becoaing 

harder after coddng. Qreenhouae testa indicated a yield and a 
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quality response to potassium. Peas on potassium-treated soil were 

more pleasingly green and cooked sore rapidly than peas from the 

cheek plots* 

Canners have knoen for years that blanching peas in hard water 

causes toughening* This is doe to intake of calcium and magnesium 

and may be corrected by use of treated water or addition of sodium 

or potassium to the water used for blanching and quality grading. 

Cannon table salt is a practical treatment. 

Hester (29, p.300-30A) stated that the two most important 

factors which influence the quality of tomatoes are soil and 

climatic conditions. Se showed fruit quality data to illustrate 

a good, fair, and poor season. Fruits harvested during "good* 

seasons were characterised by higher total solids, higher sugars, 

higher titrable acids, and higher ascorbic acid content. Soil 

type influenced yield and quality of tomatoes. Sassafras loam 

producing better quality tcnatoes than Edgemont stony loam. This 

influence of soil types was belieted by Hester to be primarily 

a question of difference in fertility factors* In the way of 

specific effects Hester pointed out defoliation of tomatoes 

caused by potassium deficiency* Exposed tomatoes were sun-burned* 

High calcium applications often brought about loss in quality 

doe to magnesium deficiency. The sugar content of such fruits 

was low. 

Ibrkers at Ohio State University conducted a three-year 

study on the effect of fertilisers on the quality of table beets* 
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The reaulta nare publishad by Blackaore, at al (7, pp.545-548). 

The aleHenta atadlad were nitrogen, phosphorua, and potaaaiua, at 

dlffar«st latela and in different eoablnatlona. Althongh the plota 

were not replicated and aone of the quality obaerrationa were purely 

deacriptire, the reaulta reported are of eonaiderabla interests 

Bed table beeta froa the vLrma potaaaiun plota were "woody" and those 

froa the minna phoaphorus plota had little flavor. Those from ainus 

nitrogen plots had a atrong, bitter flaror. Phosphorus and nitrogm 

applieatiooa had the greateat effect on yield, this being expressed 

aa an iztereaae in sise of the beeta. Starch was lenest in the 

double potaaaiun plot, which received 160 pounda per acre of potaa- 

aiun oxide. The nitrogen content of the beeta waa loweat in the 

admia nitrogen plota. Phoaphorus waa a little higher in beeta frea 

the plots receiving the highest phosphorus treatnent of 400 pounds 

par acre of phosphoric acid. There waa a wide range in potasaiun 

content, thia being nueh lower in plota not receiving potasaiun 

and anch higher in plota receiving high anoanta of potaaaitoa-con- 

taining fertiliser. 

Patton, Qarrell, and Brown (42, p.226) aeasured hardneaa 

of these beets, using a penetroneter on cooked slices. Hardneaa 

of beeta is a coanon horticultural problem. Althou^i the results 

showed considsrable variation, the writers stated that beets fron 

plots which did not receive nitrogen and potaaaiun were the least 

tender, as aeasured by the panetroaster. These fertiHaers resulted 

in a yield response in both an early and a late planting. 
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Perhaps these effects on beets can be attributed to known 

effects of nitrogen and potassitm on succulence and carbohydrate 

content* In vegetables this effect has been found in leaves, steas, 

tubers, hypocotyla, and roots, according to literature already 

cited. 

Storage Tine and Temperature Effects on Qreen Beans 

Parker and Stuart (41, pp.299-312) conducted a study on the 

effect of temperature of storage and tine of storage using two 

sieve slse groupings of beans* They did not directly measure 

quality changes or grade changes, but detenlned such cheaical 

constituents as sugars, starch, pectin, protein nitrogen, non- 

protein nitrogen, and henicellulose. Ihile these factors do not 

ffleasure quality directly, sons of thsa have quality iaplicatlons. 

The variables in this study were as followst 

(A) Sise of beanst Sieve sixes Ho. 2 and 3 vs. sieve 
sixes 4- and 5 

(B) Tine and teaperature of storages 
Lot 1. Sanpled fresh 
Lot 2. Stored at 82.4° F., sampled at 48 hours 

and 91 hours 
Lot 3* Stored at 40° ?.,  sampled at 4& hours and 

95 hours 
Let 4. Stared at 36° ?., sampled at 48 hours and 

95 hours 

Chemical changes of the beans in the various lots were as followst 

(a) At 82.4° soluble nitrogen fractions increased in the 

snail beans, but protein nitrogen increased in the large beans. 

This indicated proteolysis in the null beans, ^lile sonewhat 

normal protein synthesis continued in the large beans. 
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(b) At 36° and 40° tha protein nitrogen fraction of both 

snail and large beans increased slightly, while soluble nitrogen 

fractions reaained the sam or decreased slightly* This indicated 

that nitrogen aetabolis* nas stabilised by theee atorage teoperaturea. 

(c) The percentage loss is weight was onch greater at 82° F. 

storage than at the low tesperaturea (p.298). There was no notice- 

able difference between anall and large beans in this respect. 

Although respiration was high, the data on carbon dioxide evolution 

indicated that 99$ of the weight low waa actually dae to water 

loss* 

(d) Sugar changes were also -very ij^ortant. Percentage 

sucrose was greatly increased daring the first 48 hours at 32° F., 

then decreased slightly at 91 hours. Reducing sugars were wuch 

higher in the fresh beans and decreased steadily when the beans 

were held at 82° F, Ihen the beans were stored at low temperatures 

the total sugars, reducing sugars, and sucrose increased throughout 

the storage period* 

(e) Starch decreased very rapidly when the aaall beans were 

held for 48 hours at 82° F, There was sons increase in the 91 

hour sanpling. In the ease of the large beans, the original starch 

content was higher and a gradual, slower decrease in starch occurred 

at 82° F* 

(f) Storage &% low temperatures (36° F* and 40° F.) did not 

alter the starch changes in s«all beans* The loss in starch percent- 

age was greater than 60%.   The loss in starch in large beane stored 

at low temperatures was such aore moderate (up to 25%), 
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Quality Maastn-eaent of Qreen Beans 

The United States standards for canned green beans (51) gives the 

folleeing credit to the quality factors listed belovs 

Score Lladting Rule Factor 

1. Clearness of Liquor 

2. Color 

3. Absence of Defects 

4-. Maturity 

The United States standards for frosen green beans (50) are 

set op slightly differently. The scores, subjectively determined 

by professional graders, are as followst 

Factor Ihrlsmn Score 

10 4 or below—D grade 

15 11 or belo**-C grade 
9 or below—D grade 

35 26 or below—C grade 
21 or below—D grade 

40 34 or below—8 grade 
28 or below—C grade 
22 or below—B grade 

1. Color 

2. Absence of Defects 

3* Texture and Maturity 

20 

40 

40 

Linitlng Rule 

17 or below—8 grade 
15 or below—C grade 
13 or below—D grade 

35 or below—8 grade 
31 or below—C grade 
27 or below D grade 

31 or below—C grade 
27 or below—D grade 

Rows and Bonney (45, pp.621-628) developed the seed-weight 

aethod for detexnining green bean ■aturity aai the alkali digestion 

nethod for deteraining crude fiber. They also developed a method 

for deteraining the toughness of bean strings. Their data indicate 

the relationship of these -values to grade. They found ,08%  fiber 
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to be the aaxinuB for standard grade. The wnrimm seed percentage 

for standard grade was 6%,    Furthermore, not sure than one tough 

string per two ounces of beans was allowable in standard grade. 

These nethods were widely used. However, the technique for 

erode fiber was found to give -rariable results. To clarify the 

situation, the Federal Food and Drug Adsinistration (52, pp.3727, 

3728) redeseribed the nethods in detail. 

Kramer {33, p.60) has stated that the important factors of 

quality for green and wax beans are maturity, fibrousnese, and 

color. Although there are varietal differencea, in general, 

maturity aay be detendned by the proportion of seeds to pods. 

This proportion is on the weight basis. Xraasr cites the official 

alkali digestion asthod as suitable for fibrousness. The Federal 

Food and Drag liait on fiber is ,15% dstendned by this asthod. 

Eraser mentioned his blender-fiber nethod as being nore rapid, and 

in a later paper (34* pp.32-33) presented details of the method, 

Gould (2A,  p.68) suggested that the wnrif seed tolerance 

for grade A should be 8$, by weight; for grade B, 16%;  and for 

grade C, 25%*    In respect to percentage of fiber he suggested 

that the aaxlami for grade A should be ,05%}  for grade B should 

be ,10%f and for grade C, ,15%,   All percentages are on the fiber 

weighed in the dry conditionf the pods being de-seeded and weighed 

in the wet condition. 

In a later paper (25, p.42-44) Gould presented data on fiber 

as affected fay variety and nsturity. In his experiments, variety 
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vas Bcore ia^jortant than maturity in determining the fiber level. 

The effect of naturity vas also conditioned by Tariety. The beans 

of soae rarieties becase fibrous earlier than others, and sons 

were nwre f ibroaa than others over a vide natarity range. The 

pnrcentages reported by Qould fro* Ohio-grown beans ware ouch 

higher than those from Oregon (1, p.24). 

The paper of Quyer, Kraaer, and Zde (28, p.308) presented 

some rery interesting correlations between several different 

quality aeasurenents on fireah and canned beans. Some of these 

are as followst 

% Seed, Fresh beans TS. % Seed, Canned beans r of .900 
% Seed* Prerti beaut TS. % Moisture r of ,555 
% Seed, Canned beans TS. % Moisture r of -.881 
% Seed, Fresh beans TS. Organoleptic naturity r of -.790 
% Fiber, F.D.A. Ifethod TS. Organoleptic maturity r of -.620 
% Seeds, Canned beans TS. Organoleptic maturity r of -.647 
% Fiber, Blender Method TS. Organoleptic maturity r of -.933 
% Fiber, F J).A. Method TS. % Seed, Canned beans r of .869 
% Fiber, Blender Method TS. % Seed, Canned beans r of .837 
% Moisture vs. Organoleptic maturity r of -.754 

Shah and Worthington (47) used the Hunter Color and Color 

Difference Meter for objective determination of color in straw- 

berries. Wiley (53) used the same instrument for measurement 

of color in prunes. 

Kraaer (35) developed the Maryland shear press for use in 

determining resistance to shear. This property is believed to 

be related to organoleptic quality in some food products. 
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IttTERIALS AND METHODS 

Production of Beans Used in this Study 

The pole beans were grown at the Beach fam of the Horticulture 

Departnent, two ailes east of Corvallis, Oregon. The crops of both 

1952 and 1953 «ere grown on Chehalis silt loam, which is widely 

used for pole beans in the Wlllaaette Valley. The variety used 

was Associated 231, a high-quality pole variety. Crops were grown 

with sprinkler irrigation, and culture was such that good growth 

was obtained. Tields were comensurate with the fertiliser practice 

used. 

In the 1952 plots 28 different treatments were used. These 

were replicated five tiaes, in randomised blocks. Basically, the 

design was factorial) with three levels of nitrogen (0-50-100 pounds 

H per acre), three levels of phosphorus (0-120-240 pounds P^^ per 

acre), and two levels of potassium (0-100 pounds tjO as KC1 per acre). 

Four extra treatments of potassium as the sulphate were added and, 

also, four miscellaneous treatments. All these treatments, together 

with yields and sieve size data, are to be found in Appendix Table 

1 of this dissertation. 

The treatments chosen for studies of quality and chemical 

coaposition formed a 2 x 2 x 3 factorial experiment with four 

replications in a randomised block design. The nitrogen levels 

were 0 and 100 pounds, as N; phosphorus levels, 0 and 120 pounds 
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as Po^s* potasslTm levels, 0 and 100 pounds as ^0. There nere two 

sources of potassium, the chloride and the sulphate* In addition, 

a treatosnt designed to test the effect of sulphur was included* 

This treataent was Bads tip of sulphur-free diamnoniua pho^hate 

and was applied to furnish nitrogen at 100 pounds per acre and 

phosphoric acid at the rate of 120 pounds per acre* 

The 1953 field plots differed from the 1952 plots as follows t 

1* Potassium chloride nas used as the only source of potassiua. 

2* Phosphorus levels were 0, 60, and 120 pounds of PjOr per 

acre. 

5* All plots received a uniform ^plication of 50 pounds of 

H per acre (calcium cyanaaid) prior to plowing under the 

cover crop. 

4* Levels of potassium used were 0 and 60 pounds of K^O 

per acre. 

The basic design of the field fertility experiment nas a 

2x3x2 factorial, with tso extra treatments and six miscellaneous 

treatments. The faetoriatL treatments were two levels H (0-50 pounds 

H per acre), three levels phosphorus (0-60-120 pounds ?2Q5 peir &cre)> 

and two levels of potassiua (0*60 pounds KgO per acre) • These were 

replicated five times, in randomised blocks. All are to be found, 

together with yields and sieve siies of harvested beans in Appendix 

Table 3. 
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The treatments choaen for studiea of quality and chendcal 

ccanpoaitioii form a 2 x 2 x 2 factorial deaign with two extra treat- 

manta and fotir replications, randomized block design. Hitrogen 

levels were 0 and 50 pownda as Hj phosphorus, 0 and 120 pounds as 

p20ej and potassium, O and 60 ponnds as 1^0. Ebctra treataents were 

10O-O-0 (It * P205 - ILp)  and 100-12O-0. 

Handling and PtDcesaing of the Beans 

Harvesting always began in the early warning. After plot 

weights were taken, the beans were brought to the Food Technology 

building and graded into sieve sises 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 and larger. 

This grading was done on a nechanically operated grader. After 

weights of the different grades were taken, beans of sises A and 5 

were coablned to fora the *4 end 5* confolnation seed in this study. 

Sieve size 3 was studied by itself. The sasll beans of sises 1 

and 2 and the large beans of else 6 and larger were not studied. 

Beans to be stored were placed in net bags and transferred to the 

36° F. storage rooau The storage period was six days In all cases. 

"Fresh" beans were processed the day they were harvested. In all 

cases. 

Mechanical snipping followed grading. As the beans passed 

oat of the snipper, crooked end misshapen beans were picked oat 

and weighed. Percentage by weight was recorded. The beans were 

then cat to one-inch lengths and passed over a screen to reaove 

as aany fragments of seeds and end-cats of pods as possible. 
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Washing and blanching in steam foUowed. The blanching tine for 

the 1952 pack w&a four ainutes. Since sone sloughing of the epi- 

derads ma noted, the tins vas cut to three aintites for the 1953 

pack. Insnediately after blanching, the beans were cooled trLth 

cold water 1 then transferred to a stainless steel packing table. 

Type L plain tin cans of 301 x 411 sise were filled to 9i 

otmees and a 30 grain salt tablet added. The eans were then filled 

with water and heat exhausted to a center temperature of 180° F. 

The cans were next closed and processed for twenty ainutea at 240° F. 

Afterwards, they were water-cooled and placed in storage at 60o-65o F. 

Beans to be frozen were put into cellophane liners fitted into 

Karathon cartons. The fill was 9& ounces* After heat sealing, the 

packages were placed in an air blast freeier at -15° F. orernight, 

then stared at -5° F. 

Beans frosi four replications of each fertility treatment were 

kept separate throughout processing, so that the data could be 

evaluated statistically. Saaples were secured f roa pickings made 

both early and late in the harvest season. 

During 1952, 520 lots of beans were packed for quality and 

chenical composition studies. The handling and processing groups 

included the followingt 

(1) Sieve sise * sise 3 and sise 4 and 5 combined 

(2) Sarvest season - early and late 
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(3) Storage - processed while fresh and processed after 
storage for six days at 36° F. 

(A)  Process — canned and frosen 

The nosber of lots packed onder each of these groups of lots 

are listed in groups as follows: 

Bumber Sieve Harvest Storage Process 
of lots Site Season Condition Used 

52 3 early fresh canned 
52 3 early fresh frosen 
26 3 late fresh canned 
26 3 late fresh frosen 
26 3 late stored canned 
26 3 late stored frosen 
52 A and 5 early fresh canned 
52 4and 5 early fresh frozen 
52 4 and 5 late fresh canned 
52 4 and 5 late freah frosen 
52 4 and 5 late stored canned 
52 A and 5 late stored frosen 

Since the supply of the sise 3 beans in the late harvest was 

veiy limited, only two replications were possible; thus reducing 

the lots packed in those groops to 26. 

The maaber of lots packed under each of these groupings in 1953 

was 400, listed as followsi 

Number Sieve Harvest Storage Process 
of lots Sise Season Condition Used 

40 3 ^^, firesh canned 
40 3 — fresh frosen 
40 3 _ stored canned 
40 3 — stored frosen 
40 4 and 5 early fresh canned 
40 4 and 5 early fresh frosen 
40 4 and 5 early stored canned 
40 4 and 5 early stored frosen 
40 4 and 5 late fresh canned 
40 4and5 late fresh frosen 



The supply of size 3 beans was not sufficient to obtain lots 

from all fertilizer treatoents at any one harvest period. Therefore, 

they were not classified as to tiae of harvest* 

The handling and processing of the product was sufficiently 

good that high quality was aaintained, as indicated by Agricultural 

Marketing Service Grades. 

Quality Determinations Made on the Processed Beans 

Quality determinations were started about four weeks after 

packing. Frozen beans were thawed by boiling for eight minutes, 

then were cooled is a refrigerated room before being examined for 

quality. 

Color determination - Color was objectively determined with 

the Banter Color and Color Difference Meter (23). The color was 

evaluated by three readings, the "Rd", *aV and *b*. "Rd* is 

Ituninoua reflectance at 45°. Its increase indicates a higher 

degree of reflectance. It can be converted into Munsell "value", 

but this was not done since the "Rd" readings are meaningful without 

conversion. Howaver, the Hunter "a" and "b* readings have no 

meaning until they >re converted into some psycho-physical system 

such as the Munsell. In this system "a" and "b* are coordinates 

for Munsell "hue* and "chroma". In this study, readings were 

taken as "a* and "b" and statistical analysis of these readings 

were made* However, any significant changes were interpreted in 

terms of Munsell "hue" and "chroma". 
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Katlonal Bureau of Standards plate SKC-15 ("Kitchen Qreen") 

vas used as the color standard* There vas no information on 

aethods to' be used for beans; therefore, methods had to be devel- 

oped in this investigation. 

Blending of beans was tried, bat since it was necessary to add 

water to the beans for proper blending, the color was diluted, 

later ratio was thus a rariable in this procedure. Color deter- 

ninations en the dhole pieces, placed in clear plastic exposure 

dishes, appeared to be store satisfactory} so this procedure was 

used. 

Another problem was whether the cut beans should be placed 

side by side in the dish in orderly arrangenent er should be poured 

in, to fall in randoa fashion. A ausber of preliminary color 

detemlnations were Bade using both Methods of arrangejaent. It 

was found that the rariances of readings made by the two methods 

wears not significantly different. Certainly, the systeaatle 

arrangement did not reduce variation aaong readings. Therefore, 

randeta arrangement was used. 

Variation among individual readings was known to be considerable, 

hence it was necessary to take several readings on each sasple. Four 

readings per ssaple were made in 1952, as f dUosss 

Two 3* x 2.5* x 1.5" plastic dishes. Hatched to give equal Rd 

readings, were filled with beans. Liquid brine from the can, or 

water used for thawing, was added to fill the dishes. Two Hunter 
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readings for Rd, "a", and "b* were taken on each dish, the rectangular 

dishes being turned between the two readings* Beans were then poured 

back into the original container* The dj&ies were then refilled and 

a second set of readings taken. The average of these four readings 

for "Ed", 'a*, and ■b" constitute a single observation* 

In 1953* a sdbspler wethod was devised* Beans were poured 

into a dear plastic sandnich tray of the dlnension*, l|" x 4.5" 

x 4*5** Five readings were taken - one frow the center and one 

from each of the four comers. The average of these fire readings 

constituted a single observation statistically. 

Seed deterainatlons - Pods were d»-8eeded by hand, and the 

weight of wet seeds per 100 grass of wet pods determined, according 

to the aethod of Rose and Bonney (45, pp.621-62S). This deter- 

adnstlon provided the source of de-seeded pods for the crude fiber 

determination, ^ileh requires 100 graas of de-seeded pods. Seed 

results are thus not "percent" bat "greats of seed per 100 grass 

of de-seeded pods"* Detei»inations were made on the canned product 

only* 

Crude fiber deterainations - The alkali digestion nethod of 

Rows and Bonney (45, p*62l) was used, with use of the interpretation 

nade by the Federal Food and Drug Adainistration (52, pp.3727-3728), 

and with suggestions froa Arat (l, pp.12-13). The essentials of the 

deternination aret (1) pulping of a known weight, usually 100 graas, 

of de-seeded pods (2) digestion in 50£ sodiua hydroxide solution 
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for fire mimitea (3) rapid stirring «Lth a nalted-milk nixer for 

five ainutes (4) pouring the resultant slurry («to a tared screen 

and washing it free of alkali and digested material. The remaining 

residue is the fiber* 

With soon practice this detendnatlon can be aade sith fair 

precision. Transfers snst be aade without waste, orarflos of the 

container oust be avoided, and all of the saapls aust be brought 

into contact with the alkali* Care in washing appeared to be nore 

iaportant than the amount of water used or tlae apent in washing. 

This is in contrast to Arat*s remarks on the subject (l, p.l4)« 

Fiber determinations were run on the canned product in 1952, 

only. 

Shear press readings - Difficulties were encountered In 

establishing a method for using this instrument. It was reeogniaed 

that the fill of the sanq>le box probably would influence the 

readings, and for this reason a uniform fill of the box was adopted. 

Preliminary determinations indicated that variations in readings 

eould result from letting the beans stand after opening. Therefore, 

canned beans were put through the ahear press soon after the cans 

were opened. Cooked beans from the frosen samples were cooled at 

34.° ?• for several hours before shear press readings were made, 

to equalise the teaqperatures of the various lots. However, in 

apite of these precautions, unexplainable differences in ahear 

press readings often occurred. 
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A.M.S. determinationa of grade - The tent "A.H.S." refera to 

the grading aerrice of the Agricultural Marketing Service, an agency 

of the United Statea Departaaant of Agriculture, AH aaaples were 

scored for "color" and for 'texture and aaturlty* by an official 

grader at the regional A.M.S. office in Salon, Oregon* Certain of 

the 1952 aanplaa ware scored for "abaence of defects". Saaples 

were aleaya coded, and the offieial A.H.S. grader did not know the 

identity of the aa^plas. After grading had been done, the acores 

for these factors vere assigned to the appropriete treatMenta and 

replicstioBS* These data vere then statistically analysed* 

graluation by panel - This type of eraluation eas done by 

preference scoring, followed by statistical analysis of the re- 

sulting scores. ?aetars used sere "appearance" and "flavor". 

Scorea were controlled to the extant that only fire scores ware 

pendtted, with the untreated plots being set at 0. "Slightly pre- 

ferred" orer the untreated was 1} "aoderately preferred", being 2. 

"Slightly less preferred" than the untreated was represented by 

the score of -Ij ■■oderately less preferred* by the score of -2* 

The panel was cottposed of aeobers of the Horticulture and 

Food Technology departments. Only the 1953 lots were evaluated 

in this nanner* 

Chealcal Deteminatlons Made on the Froaen Beans 

Chemical determinations were made fort nitrogen, phosphoius, 

potassium, calcium, magnesium, and total ash* 
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The beans used in the analyses ware held in the frosen condition 

and were fro« the saae frosen aaaqple lots used in quality studies. 

Technique of preparation has been described. 

The packages of frosen beans were weighed an a balance with a 

sensitivity of 0,1 gran, then opened, and the package and contents 

placed in a laboratozy forced draft oven at a temperature of 75° - 

80° C, About 24 hours were required for drying in this Banner* 

Package and dry contents were then re-weighed. Dry naterial was 

then groond to a suitable degree of fineness in a laboratory Mill 

and afterwards transferred to glass screw-top bottles. The eapty 

package was weighed and by deduction of package «eigit the wet 

weight and dry weight ralues were determined, thus obtaining percent- 

age dry weight of the beans used in the analyses. 

All dry saaplss were opened and subjected to five hoars at 

75° C, before analytical saaqples were weigied from them. This 

was to insure that the saaples used in the analysis would be 

of the saae ao is tore content. 

The elaaents nitrogen, phosphoxus, and potassium were deter- 

nined on a single wet-ash solution. Approximately one-tenth gram 

of diy bean tissue was weigied on cigarette paper, the actual weight 

being recorded to the fourth decimal. The folded paper and sample 

was then thrust into a 50 ml, Erlenmeyer flask and 2 ml, of concen- 

trated sulphuric acid added. The sample was then digested on an 

electric hot plate under a ventilated hood, using 30% hydrogen- 
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peroxide aa the nxidlalng agent. Hot aore than five dropa of 

peroxide were added at one tiae, to aroid oxidation of the nitrog- 

enona coapounda* Ifarblea *ere placed on top of the flaaka to 

prerent loaa of eample fragasnta by spattering. Twanty-four to 

twenty-aix aaaplea were digested at the same tine. With each set 

a "reagent blank" vaa digested. In addition, a "knoan" sample 

containing definite aaonnts of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potaasixm 

added froa standard solnU-ons] and a "ecoibination" saaple containing 

about half the nomal aaoont of bean tissue pins half the asoant 

of nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassixm added to the "knonn" sample 

were digested. Thus, it vaa possible to check on contaaination 

by use of the blank and recoreiy from a "knoma* alone aid from a 

"known" in the presence of bean tissue. 

litrogen determinations - The nitrogen method used was 

nesslerisation as modified by Lindner (37, pp.76-89). The lessler 

solution was that of Umbreit, Burris, and Stauffer (49, p.191) 

which is easier to prepare than that described by Lindner. Read- 

ings were made on a ELett-Summerson colorimeter, ud.ng a Ho. 42 

filter. Although Lindner (37, p.79) suggests a Wratten No. 49, 

tests with the Beckaan Modal DU spectrophotoaeter indicated that 

maximum absorption occurred at a lower wave-length. Therefore, 

the No. 42 filter was used. Sensitivity of two on the Klett 

scale was equal to one aicrogram of nitrogen from ammonium sul- 

phate standard solutions. 
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Phosphorus deterndaatioaai - Total phosphorus warn detarmined 

by the Fiak-Subbarow method (22). Headings vere taken on the 

Kletfr-StDBBersott colorimeter. A red filter. Ho. 66, «as used. The 

standards were made up fro* potassium dihydrogen phosphate and two 

ndlliliters of sulphuric acid were added to each 100 milliliters of 

standard* The acid used in making up the ammonium aolybdate solution 

was reduced to cc»g>en*ate for the acid used in digesting the samples. 

Potassium deterainatlons - This element was determined on the 

Beckman flow photometer attached to the Beekman DU spectrophotooeter. 

Suggestions trcm the two papers o£ Brown, Lilleland, and Jackson 

(12, 13) sere TSty helpful. Tfyurogen was used as fuel, and readings 

ware taken at 768 millimicrons wave-length* The standards used 

were made up f roo potassium di-hydrogen phosphate and contained 

apprcDdjnately the arerage amounts of calcium and magnesium expected 

in bean tissue* Two milliliters of sulphuric acid were added to 

each 100 milliliters of standard solution* One part per million 

of sodium was also added* This f ollose the balanced solution 

system suggested by Brosn, Lilleland, and Jackson (13, pp .18,19). 

After many preliminary determinations, proper adjustments of 

slit width and sensitivity were found* Ifanrlmnm sensitivity mas 

found to be impractical since the readings then varied with minor 

pulsations of the flame. Sensitivity was reduced and slit width 

adjusted to fit the readings to a suitable range. 
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Calciun and magnesium deteanainations — Total ashy calcium, and 

magnesium were determined together, using dxy-aahed material. Two 

grams of dried, ground bean tissue were weighed into 50 oillilitera 

tared beakers. They mere then ashed 16-18 hours at 932° F. k 

powdery, rery white ash resulted. After cooling in a desiccator, the 

beakers mere re-weighed and the percent total ash computed. Weights 

were made to the fourth decimal place with an accuracy of .0002 to 

•0004. grams. 

The ash was moistened with distilled water. Five mlllillters 

of concentrated hydrochloric acid were then added and the contents 

of the beakers evaporated to diyness on a hot plate, with cover 

glasses being used to prevent loss from spattering. A second 

treatment with three milHliters of concentrated hydrochloric 

acid was then made and the contents again evaporated to dryness. 

The residue was moistened with distilled water and 1.5 milliliters 

of concentrated nitric acid. After the beakers had been filled with 

distilled water, they were allowed to stand for 24 hours before being 

filtered and diluted to rolume. 

Determinations were made oo. the flame photometer used for 

potassium. Readings fcr calcium were taken at 554 millimicrons^ 

and for magnesium at 383 millimicrons wave-length. Trials were 

made at other wave-lengths but sensitivity was greatest at those 

indicated. The filter slide of the instrument was fitted with a 

didymium filter to reduce interference from sodium, which exhibits 
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■Mrtwuw intensity at 589 aillinicrone. Standards contained about 

the arerage aoounte of potaaeiua, and calcium, or magnesitua expected 

in plant tissue solutions of that dilution* Ten parts per Billion 

of soditm were added, and also nitric acid to eoapensate for that 

added in preparation of the tissue saaples* 

After a nusiber of preliadnary deterwinatlons were made, proper 

adjustaents for sensitivity and slit width were obtained* Recovery 

of Bftgnesiiat was normally satisfactory* There was often difficulty 

with calcium recorerles, however* It was found that addition of 

phosphate to the solutions would greatly depress the apparent 

caleitaa reading, thus phosphate addition was avoided in preparation 

of the standard solutions* However, the tissue solutions contained 

phosphorus coapounds appropriate to the treatments concerned. 

Statistical Methods 

Conventional methods for analysis of variance were used* In 

1952, the twelve treatments forming the 2x2x3 factorial design 

were considered first* If the "interaction" mean square was signi- 

ficant, a search was made for the sources of this variation. Once 

they were found, the appropriate tables were made* Next, the mean 

squares of the main effects were tested against the interaction 

mean square* 

If the "interaction" mean square was not significant, the mean 

squares of the main effects were tested against the pooled mean 

square of error plus "interaction"* 
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Meana of quality and chemical determinations of the sulphur- 

less plots aere eonpared to those of the 100-120-0 treatment 

(containing sulphur) directly* If the difference between the 

neana of the tao treataenta araa greater than the least signi- 

ficant difference of the meana of the individual treataenta in 

the whole eexperiaent (of 13 treatments), then the difference was 

so indicated and a table of these neana was set up. 

In 1953, the procedurea vere modified by changes in design* 

The basic deaign waa 2x2x2 factorial, with two extra treataenta. 

The significance of the difference between neana of individual 

treataenta was first considered. If significant differencea were 

found, than least significant difference values were calculated. 

These values were of «ost use in consideration of the two extra 

treatsents. The second phase was the analysis of the 2x2x2 

factorial section, which waa done in the sane manner as in the 

analysis of the 2x2x3 factorial experiment of 1952* 
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RESULTS 

Each quality factor and chemical component is considered 

separately In the presentation of the results. Certain abbre- 

viations are used in presenting the data, H, P, and K are coaman 

chenical abbreviations for these elements. The cipher "0" indi- 

cates no fertilisation with that particular element. "1* repre- 

sents lerrel one, which is 100 pounds nitrogen per aere in 1952 and 

50 pounds nitrogen in 1953 in the ease of that element (N), or 

120 pounds phosphoric add par acre in the series (P). Ihen used 

with reference to potassium, in 1952, level "l* indicates treat- 

ment with potassium chloride at the rate of 100 pounds per acre 

of potassium oxide. Level "2" indicates corresponding treatment 

with potassium sulphate supplying 100 pounds of potassium oadde 

per acre. In 1953, level "1N of potassium indicates treatment with 

60 pounds of potassium oxide per acre. 

The term "L.S.D.* is that of Tukeyfs "Least Significant 

Difference" between means. *B.S.D.* is the abbreviation used 

for "Ho Significant Difference*,, The fractions ".OS" and ".Ol" 

refer to those probability levels. 

Chemical composition is expressed in percentage of dry weight. 

Crude fiber values are in percentage of wet weight. Other values 

used are self-explanatory. 



The Sf f ects  of Hitrogen, Hwsphoras, and Potassiua Fertilization 
on toe Hitrogen Content of Pole Beans 

1952 Crop - Hitrogen determinations ware made on six groups 

of beans in 1952* Results are tabulated in Tables 1-6* The data 

in Tables 1 and 3 show that nitrogen fertilisation increased the 

percentage of nitrogen in both size groups of beans of the early 

harvest. Similar effects of nitrogen fertilization were evident 

in size A and 5 beans of the late harvest which were stored at 

36° F. for six days before processing. There was no significant 

effect of nitrogen fertilization on the nitrogen content of size 

3 beans of the late harvest, regardless of storage treatment 

before freezing, or on the nitrogen content of size 4 and 5 beans 

of the late harvest, frozen while fresh (Tables 2, A,  5). 

The main effects of phosphorus fertilization on the nitrogen 

content, expressed as percentage of dry weight, were significant 

in only two of the six greets. The nitrogen percentage was signi- 

ficantly increased in one group and decreased in the other. Both 

groups were size 3 beans (Table 1, 5). 

Main effects of potassium fertilization on toe nitrogen context 

were not significant (Tables 1-6). 

Significant interactlre effects of N x P and P x K on the 

nitrogen content of m£ and 5" beans of the late harvest are indi- 

cated in Table 4. In the N x P interaction, nitrogen fertilization 

significantly increased the nitrogen content when phosphorus was 

36 
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not used. In the ? x K interaction, the combination of potassium 

sulphate (K-2) and phosphorus fertilization resulted in significant 

reduction in nitrogen content of the beans. 

Table 1 

Percentage Nitrogen Content of Size 3 Beans 
{1952 Barly Harvest, Frozen While Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level JW» P-l 

K-0 K-l K-2         K-0 K-l K-2 

H-l 
3.39 
3.55 

3.44 
3.69 

3.43       3.19 
3.57       3.43 

5.3^ 
3.42 

3.^ 
3.40 

Means of Main Effects 
Level R-Means P-Means K-Means 
6 
1 
2 

3.33 
3.51 

3.51 
3.33 

3.39 
3.46 
3.40 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) 
(.01) 

.662 
♦084 

.062 
•084 

N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 

Table 2 

Percentage Nitrogen Content of Size 3 Beans 
(1952 Late Harvest, Frozen While Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level P-0 P-l 

JC-0 i^l K-2        K-0    K-l K-2 

N-l 
3.43 
3.56 

3.54 
3.48 

3.47       3.58   3.51 
3.51       3.52   3.46 

3.37 
3.53 

Means of Main Effects 
Level P-Means K-Means 

<5 
1 
2 

3.# 
3.51 

5.56 
3.50 

3.52 
3.49 
3.47 

Main and interactive effects not significant 
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Table 3 

Percentage Nitrogen Content of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Early Harvest, Frozen While Fresh) 

Ifeans of Individual Treatments 
Level JM> Pui 

' K-6    fc-l K-2         K-0 *-i K-2 

N-l 
3.43   3.54 
3.56   3.48 

3.47       3.58 
3.51       3.52 

3.5l 
3.46 

3.37 
3.53 

Means of Main Effects 
Level N-Ueana P-Means K-Means 
0 
1 
2 

3.32 
3.44 

3.41 
3.35 

3.39 
3.42 
3.32 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) 
(.01) 

.104 
N.S.D. 

N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 

Table 4 

Percentage Nitrogen Content of Sise 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harvest, Frosen While Fresh) 

Ifeans of Individual Treatments 
Level P-0 3M 

K-d r-i R-i       JW   jt-l K-2 

S-l 3.40 
1.2$ 
3.38 

3.5^      5.46   5.32 
3.44      3.34   3.42 

3.22 
3.24 

Means of Main Effects 
Level N-Meana P-Meana K-Means 

a 
1 
2 

3.28 
3.37 

3.34 
3.32 

3.34 
3.34 
3.30 

Means of N x P Conibinations 
P-0 P-l 

N-0 
N-l 

3.27 
3.41 

3.3^ 
3.33 

L.S.D. (.#) .a#i LM.  (.61) -1 .693 
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Table 4 (Cont'd) 

Meana of P x K Combinationa 
K-0 K-l 

B-l 

K-2 
"335" 
3.23 

t.^^. (.65) 
Main effects not significant 

fable 5 

Percentage Nitrogen Content of Size 3 Beans 
(1952 Late Harvest, Froaen After Storage) 

of Individual Treatasnta  ST Level 

H-l 

1C5" 

3.47 
ICHT 

K-0 

3.62 
"3725" 
3.76 

K-2 
"3753 
3.72 3*57 3.62 

Level &-Meana 
3.61 
3*63 

Means of Main Effects 
~~*"       ^-Means K-Means 

3.59 
3.65 
3.62 

TT 
1 
2 

X5r 
3.66 

L.S.D. (.05) S.S.D. 
L.S.D. (.01) H.S.D. 
Interactive effects not significant 

N.S.B. 
N.S.B. 
H.S.D* 

fable 6 

Percentage Nitrogen Content of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harvest, Frozen After Storage) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level B-0                     M 

K-0 &1    S^2        KW)    K-l K-2 

N-l 
3.46 
3.51 

3.46   3. a       3.47   3.43 
3.51   3.65      3.42   3.51 

3.44 
?,48 
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Table 6 (Cont'd) 

Means of Main Effects 
Level N-Means B-lfsans K—Means 
0 
1 
2 

3;41 
3.50 

3.46 
3.46 

3.44 
3.45 

t.a.ft. (.65) 
L.S.D. (.Olj 

.06 

.08 
H.5.D. 
M.S.D. 

N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 

1953 Ci^op » Significant differences due to fertilizer treatment 

found in only one of the three groups studied (Tables 7-9). 

Ritrogen fertilisation resulted in an increase in nitrogen content 

of beans of this group, which were from the early harvest of sise 

4 and 5, frozen while fresh (Table 8). On the other hand, nitrogen 

fertilisation resulted in no significant increases or decreases in 

the nitrogen percentages in the other two lots (Tables 7, 9). 

Neither phosphorus nor potassium fertilisation had significant 

effects on the nitrogen percentage of the harvested beans (Tables 7-9). 

Table 7 

ftsreentage Kitrogen Content of Size 3 Beans 
(I953t Barly Harvest, Frozen IMle Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
le^ml P-O F-l 

TP5 535 535 532"— 33? 
K-l                    3.26                          3.15                  3.13                          3.21 

JM 3.24 3.23   

Means of Main Effects (Factorial Treatments) 
Level H-Meana P-Means K-Meana 
"TJ 535 53? 533- 
1 3.19     3.15      3.15 

individual treataent differences not significant, main and interactive 
effects not significant 
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Table 8 

Percentage Nitrogen Content of Sis* 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953, Early Harvest, Froxen While Fresh) 

Means of Individxial Treataenta 
Le^l              P-0 P»x 
  K-0 1P1 S^O "gT" 
~E3 2^5 31^ 2197 51^ 
H-l 7.35 3.18 30.9 3.25 
S-2 3.22 3.17 
i.^D. C.Q5) — .^t L,S.D. (.Qij — »290 

Means of Hain Effects (Factorial Treatments) 
Level W-»frfeans P-Means K-lteans 
"5 5^5 535 5M~ 

1 309 3208 3.10 
L.S.D.  (.05) 7595 N.S.D. N.S.D. 
L,S.D.  (.01)       .128 H.S.D, H.SJ). 
Interactive effects not significant 

Table 9 

Percentage KLtrogen Content of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953, Late Harvest, Frozen While Freeh) 

Means of Individaal Treataents 
Level P-0                   M. 

K-0 K-l        R^)           K^l 
S-O 
ft-1 
N-2 

3.22 
3:a 
3.20 

3.34      3.19         3.20 
3.19       3.16         3.41 

3.40 

Means of Mais Effects (Factorial Treatments) 
Level 8-Meana          P-Means          K-Means 
0 
1 

3.23            3.24           3.19 
3.22             3.21             3.26 

Individaal treatment differences not significant, main and interactive 
effects not significant 
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The Effect* of Nitrogen, Fhoaphorug, and Potaeaium Fertilization on 
the Phosphorua Content of Pole Beana 

1952 Crop - The data in Tables 10-15 aho* that nitrogen fertHl^ 

zation reduced the percentage of phosphorus In the bean tissue. This 

effect was significant In all groups excepting the size 3 beans of 

early harvest vhieh were frozen while fresh (Table 10). In that group 

the difference required for significance was short by .001 percent. 

The data in Tables 10-15 also show that no significant increases 

or decreases in phosphorus percentage could be attributed to phos- 

phorus or potassium fertilization as main effects. However, in one 

group the effect of potassium fertilization on the phosphorus percent- 

age was dependent on the nitrogen fertilizer used, being significantly 

depressive when nitrogen fertiliser was used but having no signifi- 

cant effect when no fertilizer was used (Table 11). The group in 

which this interaction was noted was the size 3 beans of the late 

harvest, which were frozen while fresh. 

Table 10 

Percentage Phosphorus Content of Size 3 Beans 
(1952, Surly Harvest, Frozen Ihile Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level P-0                       P-l 

fc-6 *-I    fc-l        K-0    M. K-S 

N-l 
.371 
.375 .378   .355       .368   .350 

.#5 
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Table 10 (Cont'd) 

Means of Main Effects 
Level S-Meana fi-Meana K-Means "8 ^77 ^ff^ 3^- 
1 .364 .364 .376 

t.LD. (.65) ^54 ^S4 O!D7 
US.D. (.01)       K.S.P.   N.S.D. N.S.D. 
Interactire effects not slgnifleant 

Table 11 

Percentage Fhosphorua Content of Size 3 Beans 
(1952, Late Harvest, Frozen While fresh) 

Means of Individual Treataents 
Level P-0 P-l 

K-0 K-l K-2         K-0    K-l K-2 
N-0 .423 

.416 
U30 
.391 

.432       .465   .450 

.396       .394   .384 
.434 
.381 

Means of Main Effects 
Level N-Ueans B-Means K-Means 
6 
1 
2 

.438 

.394 
.a5 
.as 

.425 

.414 

.411 
L.S.D. 
L.S.D. fcSJ .035 

N.S.D. 
N.S.D* N.S.D. 

Means of N x K Combinations 
K-0 fc^l K-2 

»-l 
.444 
.405 

.440 

.388 
.#3 
.389 

L.S.D . (.65) - - .018   L.S.D. (.01) - .025 
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Table 12 

Percentage Phosphorus Content of Size 4 and 5 Beaza 
(1952, Early Harvest, Frozen Hhile Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
I*vel iM3 P-l 

K-0           X.1 K-2 1^0 S-I K-2 

N-l 
.392         .385 
.390         .396 

.392 

.348 
.383 
.385 

.376 

.365 
.373 
.370 

Means of Main Effects 
Level N-Meana Mteans K-Means 

6 
1 
2 

.^4 

.372 
.384 
.372 

.382 

.380 

.371 
L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

l.«l) 
-W 

.009 
H.S.D. 

.009 
K.S.D. 

N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 

Table 13 

Percentage Phosphams Cwrfcent of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952, Late Harvest, Frozen While Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treataents 
Level W) 3^1 

8-6           IWl S-2                     K-0           f-1 t-i 

H-l 
.417         .400 
.380         .383 

.427                  .435         .416 

.388                  .376         .383 
.4^ 
.363 

Means of Main Sffects 
Level B-Meana IMfeans IWieans 

0 
1 
2 

. 

.420 .399 
.400 

.4fll 

.396 

.402 
L.S.D. (.051 
L.S.D.  (.d) 

.010 
♦014 

N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

N.S.D. 
H.S.D. 

Zntereu Btive effects not significant 
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Table 14 

Percentage Phosphorus Content of Size 3 Beana 
(1952, Late Harvest, Frozen After Storage) 

Maans of Individoal TreatiaMits 
Level IM3 P-l 

X-d &-1 t-i              JW        fe-1 lf-2 

S-l 
.421 
.383 

.421 

.402 
.455                  .430        .414 
.388                  .366         .397 .406 

Heana of Main   Effects 
Level S-Means Wfeans X-Ueans 

0 
1 
2 

;43ft 
.392 

.413 

.410 
.462 
.408 
.425 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

{.05> 
UG1) 

.0t2 

.017 
N.S.D. 
K.S.D. 

N.S.D. 
K.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 

Table 15 

Percentage Phosphorus Content of Sise 4 and 5 Beana 
(1952^ Late Harvest, Frosen After Storage) 

Means of Inckvidual Treatments 
J-eval 1^-6 P-l      "" 
     g-d    lA           fc.2        t^O fc-i    !^2~ 
TC5 ^B XW ^ 335 3*5 30 
B-l .404 .389 .381 .360 .384 .392 

Means of Main Effects 
Level B-Jfeans P-Means K-Means -^ : ^55 7^ 7^r- 
1 .385 .405 .395 
2    ; .411 

L.S.D. (.057       ^53 N.S.D. K.S.D. 
L.S.D. (.d)       .020     U.S.D. H.S.D. 
Interactive effects not significant 
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1953 Crop - Significant differences in percentage of phoe- 

phorus as affected by nitrogen, phosphorus or potassium ferti- 

lization mere noted in only one of the three groups studied (Tables 

16-18). In this group, Si*e 4 and 5» early harvest, the use of 

phosphorus fertilizer increased the percentage of phosphorus by a 

small bat significant amount (Table 17). 

Table 16 

Percentage Phosphorus Content of Size 3 Beans 
(1953, Frosen male Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level P-0                     ?ul 

!W> t-1        K-O           K-l 
S-O 
N-l 
8-2 

.459 

.469 

.493 

.470       .473          .461 

.450       .487          .496 
.459 

Means of Main Effects (Factorial Treatments) 
level N-Means           P-Means           5-lfeans 
0 
1 

.466             .462             .472 

.475            .479            .469 
Main and interactive eiffects not significant' 

Table 17 

Percentage- Phosphorus Content of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953, Early Harvest, Frozen While Fresh) 

 Means of Individual Treatments 
I^el P-0 P-l 

N-0        .445 .437       .457 .455 
N-l        .462 .421       .465 .457 
B-2 i^S M  

L.S.D. (.05J  — .029   L.S.D. \*0l) — .039 
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fable 17 (Cont»d) 

liaana of Mala Sffecta (Factorial TreaJaamta) 
Lerel '   '    S-4i>ana Mfeana K-Maang 
"^5 ^43 7Z&. .457 

1 ^451 ^9 .442 
t.3.ft. (.65) S33: Ttm 037 
L.S.D.  (.(XL) N.3.D. .013 N.S.D> 
Intaractive effecta not aignifleant 

Table 18 

Percentage Hiosphorua Content of Size 4 and 5 Baana 
{1953$ X^te Harvest, Frozen While fireah) 

Iteana of Individual Treataenta """" 
I^vel        ' P-0 l^-l 

"^55 ^7 T^I TJ?? ^T 
S-l .471 .460 .490 .436 
y-2 ^4^ 2^2  

Meana of Main Effecta (Factorial Treatments) 
Level K-Meana P-lfeana g-Meana 
*~0 TZSZ Tffi .479 
1      £477 .486 .482 

Individual treatment differences not aignifleant, sain and interactive 
effecta not significant 
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The Effects of IB.trogena Phosphorus, and Potassiua Fqrtillzation 
on the Potassium Content of Pole Beans 

1952 Crop - The data in Tables 19-24 show that phosphorus 

fertilisation significantly affected the percentage of potassium 

in five of the six groups studied. A significant reduction of 

potassium content occurred in the size 3 beans of the early harvest, 

which were frozen while fresh (Table 19)} and also in the size 3 

beans of late harvest, which were frozen after storage (Table 23). 

In the third group of size 3 beans (late harvest, frozen while fresh) 

a significant N x P interaction was noted. In this interaction a 

significant reduction in percentage of potassium occurred when 

phosphorus fertilizer was applied without nitrogen. This reduction 

did not occur when nitrogen was used in combination with phosphorus 

(TAle 20), 

In the size 4 and 5 beans, phosphorus fertilisation resulted 

in effects somewhat dissimilar to those found in size 3 beans. 

In the late harvest group, frozen while fresh, the use of phosphorus 

caused a small but significant increase in potassium content (Table 

22). In beans of the same harvest, but frozen after storage, a 

significant K x P interaction was noted. Significant depression 

of potassium content by phosphorus fertilisation was evident at 

the N-0, but not at the S-l level (Table 24). In the early har- 

vested group of size 4 and 5 beans which were frozen while fresh, 

a significant interaction of P x K was noted, with potassium sul- 

phate fertilisation (K-2) causing a significant increase in 
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percentage of potassium when it was used in the absence of phos- 

phorus fertilisation (Table 21). 

The use of nitrogen was associated with an interactive effect 

with potassium in size U and 5, late harvested beans, frozen aftear 

storage* In this group, nitrogen fertilization significantly 

reduced the percentage of potassium (1) when no potassium ferti- 

lizer was used and (2) when potassium sulphate was used (Table 24). 

In alternate interpretation of this interaction is that potassium 

chloride fertilization (K-l) maintained a significantly higher 

potassium content in the presence of nitrogen treatment than was 

maintained by potassium sulphate (K-2) or by the absence of potas- 

sium (K-0). 

The effects of potassium on the percentage of potassium found 

in the beans were limited to the interactions already noted (Tables 

21, 24). 
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Table 19 

Percentage Potassium Content of Size 3 Beans 
(1952, Early Harvest, Frozen Ihile Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level JM) M. 

K*0 S-l K-2                      R-0 K-l E>2 

N-l 
5.64 
2.12 1.97 

2.15                   2.02 
2.09                   1.89 

1.95 
1.78 

1.99 
1.99 

Means of Main Effects 
Level N-lfeans P-lfeans K-Meana 

0 
1 
2 

2.06 
2.01 

2.10 
1.97 

2.0L 
2.Q3 
2.06 

L.S.B. 
L.S.D. 

(.05) N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

.082 

.109 
N.S.D. 
H.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 

Table 20 

Percentage Potassium Content in 24 Lots of Size 3 Beans 
(1952, Late Harvest, Fl-ozen Ihile J^resh) 

Means of Individual Treatnenta 
I^rel IM> M 
          ^6           fe-1           K^                     ^           K-l g?" 
TPS 5155      X13E       255 2704      1^92       2Zo5 
N-l 2.05    2.34   2.08 2.06   2.21   2.15 

-_________________________^ Means of Main Effects 
Level N-Means P-Means S-Means 
~5 5^ 5^5 2.08 

1                                   2.14                                 2.07 2.21 
2 , 2.14 

Means of H x P Ccabinations 
P^O P-l 

TC5 2^ 2^0 
S^l 2J15 2.U 

L.S.B. (.05) — 0.12       L.S.D> C.01J — 0.16 
Main effects not significant 
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Percentage Potassium Content of Size 4 & 5 Beans 
(1952, Early Harvest, Frosen While Fresh) 
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Means of Individual treatnents 
Level IU> K-l 

K-0 1-1 K-2        KrQ           K-l K-2 
H-O 
ML 

2.06 
2.07 

2.05 
1.94 

2.32       2.22   1.98 
2.22       1.92   2.15 

1.91 
1.98 

Means of Main Effects 
Level N-feans JMfeans K-Heans 
0 
1 
2 

2.09 
2.05 

2.11 
2.03 2.03 

2.11 

6 Means of P x X Combinations 
K-6 K-l K-2 

i*-6 
p-i 

2.06 
2.07 

1.99 
2.06 

2.27 
1.95 

L.S.D. (.05) — .168 L.S.D. (.01) — .226 
Main 

Table 22 

Percentage Potassiam Content of Size 4 & 5 Beans 
(1952, Late Harvest, Frozen While Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level P-0 S-l 

K-d K-l K-2         K-0 S-l K-2 
2.05 
2.00 

2.21 
2.13 

2.03       1.91 
1.96       1.92 

1.95 
2.01 

2.00 
1.95 

Means of Main Effects 
Level Mfeans F-Heans K-Means 
O 
1 
2 

2.02 
1.99 

1.85 
1.96 

1.97 
2.07 
1.98 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) 
(.01) 

H.S.ri. 
N.S.D. .093 .111 

Interactive effects not significant 
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table 23 

Percentage Potassium Content of Size 3 Beans 
(1952, late Harvest, Frozen After Storage) 

Means of Indj Lvidual Treatments 
Iierel P-0 P-l 

K-0 M. K~2 t-o  ■ ta £-2 
N-6 2.31 

2.H 
2.15 
2.33 

2.32 
2.16 

2.06   1.96 
2.01         2,15 

1.91 
2,08 

Means of Main Effects 
Level S-Means P-Means K-Means 
0 
1 
2 

2,12 
2.U 

2.23 
2.03 

2.13 
2,15 
2.12 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

.125 

.177 
W.S.D. 
H.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 

fable 2A 

Percentage Potassium Content of Size A and 5 Beans 
(1952, Late Hanrest, Frozen After Storage) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level IM) *-l 

K^}    K-l    *-2        1-0 K-l K-2 

»-l 
2.11    2.12    2.25        2.00 
1.95   2.12   2.01       1.93 

1.95 
2.U 

1.99 
1.97 

Means of Main Effects 
Level iMfeans          P-Means K-Means 
0 
1 
2 

2.07            2.09 
2.02            1.99 

2.6b 
2.08 
2.05 

Means of N x P Coatoinations 
IM)                P-l 

S-l 
2.16              1.93 
2.03              2.01 

L.S.D. (.05) •— .093               L.S.D. (.01) — .125 
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Table 24 (Cont'd) 

Means of N x K Combinations 
K-0              K-l K-2 

N-O              2.06             2.03 
H-l              1.94             2.13 

2.12 
1.99 

L.S.D. (.05) — .116              L.S.B. (.01) — .155 
Main effects not significant 

1953 Crop - The data in Tables 25-27 show that phosphorus 

fertilisation resulted in an inerease in the percentage of potassium 

in two of the three groups studied. These effects were in size 3 

beans and in size 4 and 5 beans of the late harvest (Tables 25, 27). 

HoweTer, the tendency of phosphorus to increase the potassium 

content appeared to depend upon the nitrogen level. In the extra 

nitrogen treatments (N-2), the use of phosphorus fertilizers 

Significantly reduced the percentage of potassium (Tables 25, 27). 

Ritrogen fertilization in the 1953 crop resulted in no other 

significant changes in the percentage of potassium. The use of 

potassium fertilizers caused no significant increases or decreases 

in the percentage of potassium in the bean tissue. 
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Table 25 

Percentage Potassium Content of Siae 3 Beans 
(1953» Froaen Ihlle Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level IM3 P-l 

&o *-l        K-O           K-l 

N-l 
N-2 

1.98 
2.11 

1.85       1.96          2.U 
1.95 

L.S.D. (.05) — .U L.S.I>. (.01^ ~ .20 

Means of Main Effects (Factorial Treatments) 
Level N-Means P-Means          K-Means 

0 
1 

1.96 
1.98 

1.92            1M 
2.02             1.96 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) N.S.D. 
H.S.D. 

.095            N.S.D. 
N.S.D.            N.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 

Table 26 

Percentage Potaaslvm Content of Size A and 5 Beans 
(1953> Barly Harvest, Froaen Ihlle Tntdx) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level P-0 P-l 
    K~0           K-l        S-0 K-l 
Tir- TM 2^1 T&J T^J 
N-l        2.02          1.95       1.91          1.98 
1^2        1.88  1.89       

Means of Main Effects (Factorial Treatments) 
Level H-Meana P-Means K-Means 
"If 179S 1795 1.98 
1 1^ 1.97 1.95 

Individual treatment differences not significant 
Main and Interactive effects not significant 
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Table 2? 

Percentage Potassium Content of Size A and 5 Beans 
(1953, l*te Harvest, Frozen While Fresh) 

Means of Individaal Treatments""" 

         K-0       y-i s^p '1-1 
TR5 OT 5^S ~09 """ O? 
B-l 1.86 l.ffL 1,99 1.95 
N-2 1.98 1,78  

L.S.D.  (.05)        —.050 L.S.P.  (.01) -~ .061 

Means of Main Effects (Factorial Treatments) 
Level H-Meana P-Meana IMteans 
~TJ ~^     Ttt OS 1.90 
_jL li90 1495 1,94 
L.S.D.   (.05) N.S.D. ^S5" N.S.D, 
L.S.D.  (.01) H.S.B. N.S.D. H.SJP, 
interactive effects not rtLgiifleant ^~ 
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The Effects of Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Potassium Fertilization 
on the Calcium Content of Pole Beans 

1952 Crop - The data in Tables 28, 29, 30, 31, and 33 show 

that phosphorus fertilization significantly decreased the percent- 

age of calcium In five of the six groups studied. The only ex- 

ception was the group size 3 beans, late harrest, which were 

frozen after storage (Table 32). In this group, phosphorus ferti- 

lization resulted in a decrease in the percentage of calcium; but, 

although the decrease was large, statistical analysis indicated 

that the difference was not significant. Perhaps this may be 

attributed to the fact that there were only two replications in 

this group. 

Nitrogen fertilisation significantly increased the percent- 

age of calcium in three groups (Tables 30, 31, 33)• Thus, the 

calcium percentage of all of the size U and 5 beans, regardless 

of harvest or storage treatment, was significantly affected by 

the level of nitrogen fertilization. In addition, there was an 

interactive effect of nitrogen and phosphorus fertilisation in 

the late harvest of size 3 beans, frozen while fresh (Table 29)* 

The data show that the depressive effect of phosphorus was at 

least partially dependent on the level of nitrogen fertilisation. 

Potassium fertilization resulted in significantly increased 

calcium content in only one of the six groups. This was in the 

size 4- and 5 beans of the late harvest, which were frozen while 

fresh (Table 31). Potassium chloride (K-l) was associated with 
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the increase, that the kind of potassium fertiliser used has an 

effect on calcium content is also indicated in the P x K interaction 

data of fable 29 * These data indicate that potassium chloride 

fertilisation had no significant effect on the percentage of calcium 

regardless of the level of phosphorus fertilisation. On the other 

handy potassium sulphate usage significantly decreased the percent- 

age of calcium at both levels. 

Table 28 

Percentage Calcium Content of Size 3 Beans 
(1952, Early Harvest, Frozen While Fresh) 

Ueans of Individual Treatments 
I**el P^O P-l 

K-0           K-l           *-£                     K-(5 K-l K-2 
S-0 
S-l 

.328         .410         .351                   .273 

.427         .425         .344                  .290 
.#0 
.276 

.281 

.277 

Means of Main Effects 
Level N-lteans                          P-Means K-iieans 

0 
1 
2 

.327                                .381 

.340                                .286 
.330 
.358 
.313 

L.S.D. (.65) 
{.01} 

N.S.D.                              .030 
H.S.D.                              .045 

N.S.B. 
N.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significanF 



Table 29 

Percentage Calcium Content of Size 3 Beana 
(1952, Late Harrest, Frozen While Fresh) 
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Ifeans of Individual Treatments 
Level P-O                     P-l 

K-0    K-l    K-2        K-O    K-l K-2 

H-l 
.405   .444   .433       .290   .208 
.449   .420   .349       #383   .388 

.180 

.383 

Means of Main Effects 
Level N-Means          P-Means K-Means 
0 
1 
2 

.326            .416 

.395            .305 
.3a 
.361 
.335 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) 
(.01) 

H.S.D.           .65^ 
N.S.D.           .084 

N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

Means of N x F Combinations 
P-0               P-l 

&4 
H-l 

.427             .226 

.406             .385 
L.S.D. (.05) — .066              L.S.D. (.01) — .693 

K-0             fc-1 £-2 
P-6 
mi 

.427            .391 

.432            .336 
.39* 
.2a 

L.S.D, (.65) — .081               L.S.D. (.01) — .115 
Main effects not significant 
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Table 30 

Percentage Calciun Content of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
01952, Early Harvest, Froaen Hhile Fresh) 

Maans of Indivldnal Treatments 
Lev«l SO WT 
 K-0    K-l    K-2 K-0     K-l     t~2 
"53        T^E   30   12^       TS^f   ^53   1254 
S-l .333   .371   .323 .259   .270   .250 

         Means of Main Bffecta  
Lerel B-lleans P-4leans K-4feans 
S HSS "TjSZ 335— 

1 .301 .258 .309 

t.g.D. (.65) 385 TSSS fesr 
L.S.D.  (,01) H.3.D.         :0Zl K.S.D. 
Interactive effects not significant 

Table 31 

Percentage Calcixta Content of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952, Late Harvest, Frozen Ihile Fresh) 

Ueans of Individual Treataents 
Level B-0 B-l 

1W R-i t-i               it-6 K-l K-2 
.349 
.375 

.371 

.434 
.346       .292 
.393       .329 

.^4 

.329 .348 

Means of Main Effects 
Level K-ifeans P-Msana g-Means 
0 
1 
2 

.328 

.368 
.377 
.319 

.336 

.365 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) 
(.01) 

.618 

.024 
.61^ 
.024 IQ30 

Interactive effects not significant 
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Table 32 

Percentage Calcium Content of Sixe 3 Beans 
(1952, Late Harvest, Frozen After Storage) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Lerel IM>                                                             P-l 

tW)            IM.            K-2                     1-0            K-l K-2 

H-l 
,368         ,304         ,379                   ,270         ,335 
,408         ,315         ,348                  ,349         ,312 

.252 
,339 

Means of Main Effects 
Level N-lteans                           P-Ueans K-Ueans 

0 
1 
2 

,31*                              ,353 
,345                               .309 

,349 
,316 
,328 

Main and interactive effects not significant 

Table 33 

Percentage Calciua Content of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952, Late Harvest, Frozen After Storage) 

Means of Individnal Treatments 
I-evel P-0 P-l 
.    *-0    t-i fc^Z        t-O fc-1    ^-2 
"W 33 342 35 353 ^5 -m 
H-l .345   .374   .328 ,315   .322   >3l0 

,   .   ,       Means of Bain Effects   
Level S-Msans P-Msans it»Meana 
is ^m 33 3ir~ 

1 .332 .301 .331 
2   •               .313^ 

L.S.D.  (.05).016 ,016N.S.D. 
L.S.P, (.01)     ,022     .022 N.S.D. 
Interactive effects not significant 
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1953 Prop - Calcium deteminatioaa were made on three groups 

in 1953, but data are presented on only the tiro groups in nhich 

significant differences are found (Tables 34, 35). Both of these 

lots were of size 4 and 5 beans. In the early harvested group, 

there was a significant reduction in the percentage of calcium in 

the bean tissue as a result of phosphorus fertilisation as a main 

effect (fable 34). 

Although the main effect of phosphorus fertilisation was not 

significant in the early harvested beans (Table 34), the effect 

on the percentage of calcium in the late harvested beans was signi- 

ficantly depressive (Table 35). 

The main effect of nitrogen fertilisation on the percentage 

of calcium followed the same pattern as that of phosphorus ferti- 

lization. 

Table 34 

Percentage Calcium Content of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953, Early Harvest, Frozen While Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level S-0 P-l 

%J0 K-l K-0            K-l 
H-O 
ML 
N-2 

.jd>6 

.323 

.347 

.305 

.311 
.#4        .304 
.312        .303 
.289 

I..S.D. (.05; — M L.S.D. (.01) — .QU 
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Table 34 (Cont'd) 

 Ifeana of Main Effects (Factorial Treatment a) 
Le-yel S-lfeana P-lfeana K-lfeans 
~5 ^jg ^^ .323 
1 ;3i2 tZn. .306 

L.S.D. U05) R.S.D. N.S.D. .OU 
L.S.P. (.01)       N.S.D.   H.S^D. N.S.D. 
Interactive effects not significant 

Table 35 

Percentage Calcium Content of 40 Lots of Size 4 and 5 
Second Harvest Beans 

Ifeans of Individual Treatments 
Level P-0                   im 

l!-6 X-l        K-0           t-l 
B-6 
M-l 
N-2 

.355 

.301 

.321 

.345       .319          .335 

.33.2       .293          .309 
.321 

Means of Main Effects (Factorial Treatments) 
Level K-Meana          P-Means          K-Meana 

1 
.339            .334            .317 
.310            .314            .331 

L.3.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.05) 
(.01) 

.650             .020            N.S.D. 

.028             1I.S.D.            N.S.D. 
Individual treatment differences not significant 
Interactive effects not significant 
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The Effects of Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Potassium Fertiligation 
on the ItegnesTum Content of Pole Beans 

1952 Crop - The data in Tables 36-41 show that phosphorus 

fertilization significantly depressed the percentage of magnesium 

in all six groups of beans studied. 

Nitrogen fertilization increased the percentage of magnesium 

in two groups. They had no relationship in size or harvest since 

one was of the early harrest size 3 bean, frozen while fresh (Table 

36} and the other of the late harrest size U and 5, frosen after 

storage (Table 41)* Another effect of nitrogen can be seen in the 

significant N x P interaction found in the size 3 beans of the late 

harvest, frozen #iile fresh (Table 37) • The depressive effect 

of phosphorus fertilization on calcium content was very greatly 

reduced by the use of nitrogen fertilizers In that group. 

Potassium fertilisation had a significant effect on magnesium 

percentage in only (me of the six groins studied. This response 

was an increase due to use of potassium chloride, occurring in 

the early harvest of the size 3 beans which were frozen while 

fresh (Table 36). Differences due to potassium sulphate were 

not significant in this or in any other group. 
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Table 36 

Percentage Magnesium Content of Size 3 Beans 
(1952, Early Harvest, Frozen While Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level F-0 F-l 
  K-0 K-l g-2 K-0 K»l "SI?" 
"¥3                     352         3^         1375                   ^^ 350 043 
S-l .395 .407 .404 .334 .360 .345 

  Means of Main Effects  
Level N-Means F-Means K-Meana 
~0 353 3§9 355"" 

1 .374 .345 .376 
2 .367 

L.S.D. {.65) JS2~ 352 ~~ .015 
L.S.D.  (.OOL)     .016  ^016 .020 
Interactive effects not significant 

Table 37 

Percentage Magnesium Content of Size 3 Beans 
(1952, Late Harvest, Frozen While Fresh) 

Ueans of Individual Treatments 
Level P-0 F-l 

li-6    16-1 t-i                    X-0    K-l K-2 

N-l 
.381   .384 
.380   .363 

.372       .279   .242 

.360       .317   .385 
.241 
.374 

Means of Vain Effects 
Level tt-Means P-Means K-Means 
0 
1 
2 

.316 

.366 
.376 
.306 

.342 

.343 

.336 
L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) 
(.01) 

N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

.060 
N.S.D. 

N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

Means of H x P Contoinationa 
P-0 P-l 

!M5 
B-l 

.^5*9 

.373 
.254 
.359 

L.S.D. (.65) — .033 L.S.D. (.dj — .046 



Table 38 

Percentage Magnesium Content of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
{1952 Early Harvest, Frozen While Fresh) 
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Means of Individual Treatments 
Level B-0 F-l 

K-0 K-l K-2                    K-0 X-l K^2 

H-l 
.356 
.347 

.363 

.390 
.348                  .323 
.390                  .329 

.323 

.318 
.311 
.320 

Means of Main Effects 
Level li-Means P-Means K-Means 

0 
1 
2 

.336 

.349 
.365 
.321 

.337 

.348 

.342 
L.S.D. 
L.S.B. 

(.05) 
(.01) 

N.S.D. 
N»S.D. 

.006 

.008 
N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 

Table 39 

Percentage Magnesium Content of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harvest, Frozen While Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level 

i^r 
7353" 
^222. 

HZ? 

.325 

P-l 
K-l T5~ 

.328 
B-0 
S-l 

.355 
^3. 

.338 

.325 
.333 
.320 

N-Means 

.335 

Mesns of Main Effects 
P-Means K-Means 

.329 

.340 
.321 

Level 
T34T 
.333 1 

2 
L.S.D. (.05) N.S.D. 
L.S.D.  (.01)     N.S.D. 
Interactive effects not significant 

.017 

.023 
N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 
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fable 40 

Percentage Magnesiua Content of Size 3 Beans 
(1952 Late Harvest, Frozen After Storage) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level P^O P-l 

1-0 K-l K-2        S^) S-l K-2 

H-l .347 
^56 
.334 

,304       .266 
.309       .312 .327 

.2© 

.310 

Means of Main Effects 
Level K-Means P-lfeans K-^teana 
0 
1 
2 

.304 

.3^ 
.330 
.297 

.316 

.323 

.301 
L.S.B. 
L.S.D. 

(.05) N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

.020 

.027 N.S.B. 
Interactive effects not significant 

Table 41 

Percentage Magnesium Content of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harvest, Frozen After Storage) 

Means of Individual Treatments 
Level k-6 P~l 

K-0 £-1 K-2        K-0    K-l K-2 
*4 
B-l 

.323 

.358 
.337 
.350 

.323       .287   .282 

.331       .316   .320 
.2^1 
.295 

Means of Main Effects 
Level fl-Ueans P-4feans K-Means 

0 
1 
2 

.305 

.328 
,337 
.297 

.326 

.322 

.307 
L.S.P. 
L.S.I). .01) 

.004 

.006 
.004 
.006 

N.S.D* 
H.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 
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Crop - Uagnesium determinationa -were made on three groups, 

but significant differences doe to fertilizer treatoents were noted 

in only one group. This w*a a aain effect of nitrogen fertilisation 

in reducing the percentage of magnesium, occurring in size 4 and 5 

beans of the late harvest, frosen while fresh (Table 42). 

Table 42 

Percentage Magnesiua Content of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953, I*te Harvest, Frosen Ihile ftresh) 

Ifeans of Individual Treatments 
Level P-0 M. 

K-0 K-l                     1-0                             K-l 
N-0 
K-l 
N-2 

.330 

.292 

.312 

.319                   .318                          .317 

.322                   .292                           .291 
.299 

Means of Ifain Effects (Factorial Treatments) 
Level H-Ueans P-Means                          K-Means 

0 
1 

.321 

.299 
.316                                 .308 
.304                               *312 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.0*) 
(.01) N.S.D. 

N.S.D.                               N.S.D. 
N.S.D.                               N.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 
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The Rffeeta of Nitrogen, Phoaphonia, and Potaaaioa Fertilisation on 
the Total Aah Content of Pole Beana 

1952 Crop - The effeeta of the various levela and eosbinations 

of fertiliser tre&taenta are ahovn in Tables 43-48* The data 

indicate that the total aah content of all the groupa was signi- 

ficantly reduced as the result of phosphorus fertilisation. 

Nitrogen fertilisation aignificantly reduced percentage total 

ash in only one group, uhlch waa the late harreated 4 and 5 sise 

beana, frosen while fresh (Table 46). A aignifleant H x P inter- 

action waa also noted in the late harvest of size 3 beans, frosen 

while fresh (Table 44) • In this interaction the depressive effect 

of phosphorus fertilisation was significantly lessened by nitrogen 

fertilisation. These were the only significant effects of nitrogen 

shown by the data. 

Fertilisation with potassium chloride (K-l) resulted in signi- 

ficant Increase in total ash content in the late harvested 4 and 5 

sise beans regardless of storage treatment (Tablea 46, 48)* A 

siwnar increase was noted in size 3 beans of the early harrest, 

frosen shile fresh (Table 43). 

The effects of potassius sulphate (K-2) were Halted to a 

significant increase in only two groups, and in both cases the 

increase was of borderline significance. Both groups were of sise 

4 end 5 beans (Tables 46, 48). 

Ho other significant effects of potassium were indicated by 

the data. 
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Table 43 

Percentage Total Ash Content of Size 3 Beans 
(1952 Early Harvest, Frosen Ihile Fresh) 

leans of Individoai Treataents 
Level h-O t»-l 

JW* M. K-2 E-0    t-l K-2 
B-0        6.19 
N-l        6.40 6.59 6.15 

5.81   5.92 
5.80   6.02 

5.91 
5.83 

Means of Main Effects 
Level S-Meana P-Meana K-Means 
0 
1 
2 . 

6.15 
6.13 

6.40 
5.88 

6.05 
6.31 
6.06 

L.S.D. (.05) 
L.S.D. (.01) 

N.S.D. .143 
.191 

.17^ 

.238 
Interactive effects not significant 

Table U 

Percentage Total Ash Content of Sise 3 Beans 
(1952 Late Servest, Frosen While Fresh) 

leans of Individual Treataents 
Level !M) *-l 

t-0           t-1 K-2         1-0 fc-i    K-2 

H-l 
6.33  &.S3 
6.U   6.35 

6.58       5.65 
5.95       5.77 

^.^6   5.^ 
5.98   5.95 

leans of Main Effects 
Level a-Mean. F-Means K-Means 
6 
1 
2 

6.08 
6.02 

6.31 
5.80 

5.97 
6.10 
6.08 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) 
(.01) 

S.s.fc. 
H.S.D. 

.3U 

.465 
H.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

leans of I x P Combinations 
P-0 P-l 

S-l 
6.48 
6.14 

5.69 
5»90 

L.S.D. (.05) - .193 L.S.D. (.01) — .298 
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Table 45 

Percentage Total Ash Content of Size 4 and 5 Beana 
(1952 Rarly Barreat, Frosen Ibile Fresh) 

of IndiTidnal Treatnmta  
^©▼el B-O P-i 
      ie-6      i-\      1-2 *-a      g-i      g-a 
1=5 531 OS 539 533—T4§ 5775 
JWL 6.19 6.38 6.06 5.48 5.99 5.73 

.         .     of Main Effects 
terel R-Maans P-gewna ^-Meana 
~3 —5^ CTI 5^- 
1             5.97            5.66            6.02 
2 ; 5.98 

I,.S.D. {.051       ir,S.B. .154 H.S.D. 
X..S.D. («01)       W.3.P.     j^5 H.S.D. 
Interactire effects not significant 

Table 46 

Percentage Total Ash Content of Siae 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Barreat, Troaen While Fresh) 

Means of Indiridual freatwmta 
Level 1M> rJ iW k-1 S-2 t-d R-i K-i 

M-0 
B-l 

5.^ 
5.56 

6.18 
5.91 

6.<y 
5^82 

5.48 
5.30 

5.^5 
5.64 

5.58 
5.57 

Means of Main If facts 
terel lUieans F-Meane g-Means 

0 
1 
2 

5.80 
5.63 

5.96 
5.53 

5.55 
5.84 
5.75 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

{.65} 
(.01) 

.164 
H.S.D. 

.168 

.224 
.202 
.270 

Interaetire effects not significaait 
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Table 47 

Percentage Total Aah Content in 24 Lota of Sise 3 Beans 
(1952 Late Harrest, Froaen After Storage) 

.      Msana of IndiYidaal Treataanta 
Larel f^O gm 

— 1^6 • M • JU - '    i-o   i-i   fc-^ 
"135 &»#   ^L 05 KM T35 5^ 
S-l 6.32   6.51   6,02 5.87   6.43   6.08 

Meana of Main gffacts   
Level R-Meana P-Maana K-Meana 
""S  "     :     6.25 :   6.43 6.19 
1 6.20 6.02 6.30 

CTXT^J—:—mx: ; ^549 ~~ sfor 
L.S.I).  (.01) M.S.P.  j^jSl N.S.P. 
Interactive effects not aignifleant 

Table 48 

Percentage Total Aah Content of Sise 4 and 5 Bean* 
(1952 Late Harrest, Prosen After Storage) 

Meana of Individual Traataenta 
Lerel ?-d SML 

K-6 K-I t.2        t-0    K-l E-2 

S-l 
5.92 
5.80 

6.27 
6,17 

6.^     5.69 i~i5 
5.85       5.55   5:89 

5.74 
5.72 

Maana of Main Effects 
Uvel S-Means *-*eana I-Means 
6 
1 
2 

5.95 
5583 

6.06 
5.73 

5.74 
6.02 
5.92 

L.S.D. (.ai> 
H.S.D. 
H.S.D. 

.143 

.192 
.178 
.238 
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1953 Crqp - Total aah deteminationa were sade on three groups, 

but significant effects froa fertilizer treataent were found in 

only two groups. Both gronpa of beans vere of sise A and 5 (Tables 

49» 50). In beans of the early harreat, phoaphoros fertilisation 

aignifieantly depressed the percentage of total aah when nsed at 

the 100 pound nitrogen level (Table 49)* In the late harrest, 

nitrogen fertilisation significantly decreased total ash content as 

a aala effect (Table 50). 

Tsbls 49 

Percentage Total Ash Content of Sise A and 5 Beans 
(1953, Early Harrsst, Frozen Ihile Prerti) 

Means of Individaal Treatswnts 
L^rel ^Q P-l 

^5 535 £58 5^5 57!Z 
»-l                   5*92                         5.44                  5.82                         5.87 
X-2 6^01 5i41  

Means of Main Effects (Factorial Treataents) 
Level B-Msans P-Maana g-Means _^ _^ ^^ 5.83 

1 5.77    ..... *:B5 5.69 
Main and interactire effects not significant 
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Table 50 

Percentage Total Ash Content of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953 Early Harrest, Froaen While Preah) 

Means of IndiYidaal Treataenta 
Level P-Q P-l 

"%3r 5^f 03 535 57?r 
»-l        5.66          5.95       5.81          6.00 
*-2 S^TO ^Tg  

MMUM of Main Effeota (Factorial Trealaaente) 
Level   . " '       li Means B4feans g-Metma 
~5 03 537 5^~ 

1    5.86 ^jOl 6,10 
L.S.D. (.05) .253 H.S.t). H.S.D. 
L.S.D,  (.01) M.S.B. N.S.D. N.S.D. 
lodi-vidaai treataoit differenoea not signSHlcant 
Interaotive effects not significant 
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The Effects of Hitrogen. Phosphorus, and Potaaaiua Fertilization 
on the Seed Sontent of Pole Beans 

1952 Crap * The data in Tables 51-56 shov that phosphorus 

fertilisation aignificantly IrMreaaed seed content in fire of the 

Six groups stodied. The eaceeptdtoa Has size 3 beans, early faanrest, 

canned ^diila freeh (Table 51) • Howrver, there «as a aignificant 

H x P interaction in this groop, in ahioh the use of phosphorus 

aignificantly inoreaaed seed content when nitrogen «as not used* 

Sitrogen fertilisation cauaed a aignificant reduction in seed 

content in two groups. One was sise 4 and 5 beans of the early 

harreat* canned *ile fresh (Table 53 )| the other was size 3 beans 

of the late harrest, also canned itiile freah (Table 55)* Ro other 

aignificant changes attributable to nitrogen fertilisation sere 

indicated by the data in Tables 51, 52, 54, 56, 

The use of potaaaium fertilisers did not significantly affect 

the aeed content of any of the groups studied (Tables 51-56). 

Table 51 

The Gbraun leight of Seeds per 100 Qrwma Pods of Sise 3 Beans 
(1952 Early Harrest, Canned While Frerii) 

Means of Individual Treataests 
Level P-0                      P-l 

i-o K-l    fc-2        t-6           t-1 K-2 

H-l 
2,85 
2.71 

ZM         Z.IV                  $.#         5.U 
3.50   3.03       2.91    2.81 

5.4l 
2.45 
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fatble 51 (ConVd) 

  leans of Mala Effects  
Lyrel ^Msans Moans K-Meana 
-TT" IM—:      5.*— ——5^5~ 

1                                 2.82                               2.95 3.05 
2  2.84 

  Means of y x ? Coabtnatlcaas         ... 
-jpg                                 2 ^                                   5-5^            —- 
S-l       3.08     2.56  

  Means of 1 x I CoaMjiatloPs 
1U)                                tUl                                t^"- 

13?                             3«li                            2i95                    !       5^" 
1M.         2257  3.15 2.74 

uto. (dM ^ r4a 1.S.S; (.at) -^ >^ 
Main afreets not significant 

Table 52 

GraaB Weight of Seeds per 100 Qrame Pods of Size 3 Beans 
(1952 Late Harvest, Canned While Fresh) 

Means of IndlTldaal frestaeats 

^^^   —cs—~~cr E3 RJ—Ta ET 
"SS £53 235 £33 535 535 57^ 
B-l 2.91 1.88 1.83      2.26 2.27 2.88 

Means of Ihln Effects   
barrel H yeans P-»Means g-Jieans 
"is £55 03 : 53r- 

1                                 2.34                               2.60 2.12 
2 2.39 

L.S.D.  (.05; lf.S.D. : 335 N.S.D. 
L.S.D.  (.01) H.S.B. .431 H.S.D. 
Interactlce effects not slgnifieant 
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Table 53 

Qraa Weight of Seeds per 100 Qrans Pods of Siao 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Early Earrest, O&nnsd While Fresh) 

Inns of IndirLdoal Treataaents 
Lersl *-£ WL 

K-6 ■   •     t-i           K-2                     ^-0 K-l K-2 
S-0 
3S-1 

4.26         5,15         4.86                  4.95 
4*28         4.25         4»67                 .3,78 

5,21 
4.52 

4.67 
4.74 

Means of Sain Bf f ««ts 
Urel H Mssng                          B-Means S-Jtsans 

0 
1 
2 

4.86                               4.41 
4.20                               4.65 

4.32 
4.79 
4.48 

L.S.D. (.05) 
L.S.D. (*ai) 

.363                              N.S.D. 
•486                              H.S.D.   r W-S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 

Table 54 

Qraa Weight of Seeds per 100 Qraa* Pods of Sis* 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harrest, Canned While Fresh) 

Msans of Individnal Treatawnta 
iwrsi f^o mi 
       JM>       fca        t^ t*       HUi       ^2- ^g 5:x3 j-^ j-^g, 23$ 5^55 5^: 

ML ■    2.58        3.17        2,a 3.29        3.13        3.45 

Means of JfcdnBffeots 
Lerel                .    *"    S-Beana                          ^Jtsans                          g-Means -^ 5:5- ^^ f:5r- 

1            3.01           3.32 3.23 
2 ^ ; 3,08 

I^S.B. (.05;       H.S.D. 7293 H.S.D. 
I^S.D. (.01)       8.3.D.   J292 K.S>D. 
InteraeiiTe effects not signifieant 
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Table 55 

Qra» Weight of Seeds per 100 Graas Pods of Size 3 Beans 
(1952 Late Harrest, Canned While Fresh) 

Means of Individaal TreatBents 
Lerel W) P-l 

&6 t-1 K-2                      K-0 t-i K-2 
lf-6 
»-l 1.89 

2.6* 
1.71 

1^(5               2.65 
1.70                   2.40 

2.66 
1.96 

2.^ 
2.31 

Means of Main Vf eets 
Urel B-lfaans P-Means K-Means 

0 
1 
2 

5.^ 
1.99 

1.84 
2.44 

i.21 
2.07 
2.13 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) 
(.ca) 

.151 
♦a? 

.151 

.213 
M.S.D. 
H.S.D. 

InteraetiT» effects not signifleant 

Table 56 

QTSK Wei^it of Seeds per 100 Qraas Pods of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harrest, Canned ifter Storage) 

Mean. of Indiridual Treataents 
Lerel fLft M 

K-6 1-1 K-2                    K-6 K-i K-2 
*-0 
K-l 

5.16 
2.32 

2.91 
2.39 

3.11                  3.13 
2.76                 3.5a 

3.27 
3.04 

3.28 
3.50 

Means of bin Kffects 
Lerel IMteans P Means C-Means 

0 
1 
2 

3.13 
2.92 

2.76 
3.29 

3.03 
2.90 
3.16 

L.S.D. (•01) M.S.D. 
.30 
.39 H.S.D. 

InteractiTe effects not significant 
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1953 Crop - Hitrogen caused a significant reduction in seed 

content of size A and 5 beans of the early harvest (Table 58). 

A second effect of nitrogen vas shorn in late harvested beans of 

the saase else in which the use of 100 pounds of nitrogen resulted 

in a significant reduction of seed content, when used In the 

absence of phosphorus (Table 59)• -Potassiua fertilisation was 

followed by a signifieaot reduction in seed content in the 

group. 

These were the only significant changes in seed content 

suiting froa fertiliser trefttaent (Tables 57-59). 

Tsble 57 

Qraas of Seed per 100 Qrass Pods of Sise 3 Beans 
(1953, Canned Ihile FreA) 

Means of Individual Treataents 
Level                                  M                                                    M ""  jpj JJ-J jpj jpj- 
13 5^?F $33 Oi : ST^ 
»-l                    2.67                          2.35                   2,5>                          2»7A 
S-2 2.99  ^_ 2.66  . 

_ IfrMM of Main Bffects (Factorial Treatoents) 
Level                            IMfeans                          F-Meana                          t MBnns ^ ^g-. ^-^ I:5r. 
1 2.57    ^2.78 2.76 

IndirLdual treataent difftoenees not significant} aaln and interactive 
effects not significant 
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Table 58 

Grama of Seed per 100 Qraaa Fods of Siae A and 5 Beans 
(1953 Early Harvest, Cazmed While Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treatnenta 

■^5 J^ z& ^5J E^ 
B-l                     4.27                           4.09                   3.90                           4.22 
H-2 ^252 L. 22^  

MMPS of Main Sffecta (y^etorlal Treataepts) 
Levisl W-Benna BJtoana K-Matms 
•B 4^5 OT mr- 

1  4.12 4.46.       4.54 
L.S.D. (.05) 0.46 H.3.D. N.S.D. 
L«3.D« (.Oa.) IU3.&«  y.S.D. H.S.D. 

Lve effects not aignificant 

Table 59 

Qrans of Seed per 100 Qraaa Pods of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953 I*te Harvest, Canned Ihile Preah) 

****        "   '       ^ '•'   w        "" 
1P5 3??I —5^5 #75 £3? 
W.                    2*67                          2*55                  2.88                         2.43 
»~2 2.16     2.44  

       Means of Main gffeeta_ (Factorial Treatarots) 
Level ' M^feans P»Maans fc4leans "~5 535 : £35 £95— 

1 2.64 2J67 2.51 
m 03: KSX AT L.S.D, 

L.S,D. 03.) W.S.D,  N.S.D. H.S.P. 
Interaciive effects not algnifican? 
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The Sffecta of gitrogen, Phoaphoraa^ and Potaaaltaa ?ertlllaatlon 
<m the Shear Preas Readln^a <rf Canned Pole Beane 

1952 C?rop — Significant diffarenas in ^bear preea readinga 

resulting froe fertiliser treetarate were ttmA in only tee of the 

alx grotQNi studied. In both growp* phosphome fnrtlllsatlon resulted 

in a significant redaction in the force rsqtdrsd to shear the beans 

as asasured by the shear press. One group was of sixe 3 beans of 

the early harvest, oannad while fresh (Table 60) j the other was of 

else A md 5 beans, early harrest, earned #iile frash (Table 61). 

In the latter group « significant increase in shear press readings 

resulted fro* potassiom fertilisation. Both salts, chloride (K-l) 

and sulphate (1-2), twre indicated as significantly effeetiTe. 

1953 Crop - Shear press readings were taken on five groups of 

canned beans. Hoeersr, no significant differences flrea feortiliser 

treatatent were found, eo the data ajre not presented. The readings 

Taried between 22 and 27.5 kllograas (per square inch) shearing 

force requirawent. 



Table 60 

Shear Preaa Rwtdinga of Sixa 3 Beana 
(1952 Barly Barraat, Canned While Fresh) 
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lenna o^ IndiTiAoal Treatnenta* 
Lewi 

iy.z 
■asnr 
82,5 80.0 

Txr 
■SO" 
58.8 

^3" 
73«8        72.5 

Ei^T »4faana 

72,5 

of Main Bf feet a» 
F-Maana g-»aana 

M.6 
74.0 
74.0 
5.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

68.0 

pgj rs^;  
lire effecta not aignifioaoST 

7.4^ 

Table 61 

Shear Preaa Readinga of Siae 4 and 5 Beana 
(1952 Late Barvest Beana, Canned After Storage) 

Maana of IndiTidaal Traataanta* 
Level 

»-l 

TOT 
"gT" 

75*8 77.5 

■gar T3~ 

70.0        76.3        71.3 

Level g-Baana 

74.0 

Maana of fain Bf f eeta* 
fc-Meane gJ-Maaiia 

77.0 
78.0 
4.6^ 

N.S.D. 

1 
2 

L.S.D. 

73.5 

L.S.D.   (.01] 
Xnt< 

t.S.D. 3.83 
L.S.S. M.S.D. 

Lre ef feeta not aignifieant 
* Shear Preaa readinga are in poonda per aqaare indi 
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Tba Bf fecta of Sitpogwi, l^ioe^owia, and Potaaattm FartlHaation 
on tha ShearTreaa Readlnga of rrozon Pola Baana 

1952 Crop - Shaar Praaa Raadlnga were taken on all aix gronpa 

of beana, bat significant diffarencea in realatanea to ahaar reaulting 

fros fertiliaer treatsaanta -wwa noted in only three groapa. in both 

aisaa of the early harreat beana, froaen ahila fresh, the xiae of 

phoaphoroa fertllisera aignifieantly reduced ahear preaa readings 

(Tables 62 and 63). k significant increaae frcsi nitrogen ferti- 

liaation was also noted in aize 3 beans (Table 62). k different 

off sort vaa noted la the siaa 4 and 5 beana of tee late harrest, 

frosen after stcrage (fable 64). In that gro^p, phoaphorua ferti- 

lisation resulted in a significant increase in shaar press readings. 

No other significant effects of nitrogen, phosphoras, or 

potasslim fertilisation were indicated by the data. 
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Table 62 

Shear frees Readings of Sise 3 Beans 
(1952 Early Harvest, Frozen Ihile Fresh) 

faana oJ Individtua Treatnente* ~ 
^^        • "           '     M                                           M • 
        %4        g-1         ie»^                1^6        g-1 fc5- 
"S55                   62.1        55.8        ^Z5                 7$??        523 5ET 

**1                   59.5        56*4     . 69.9                 52+&        55.6 61.5 

        erf Main   Bf facts* 
Level K-Maans P^Maans .."'"" K-Means 
•« ; ^v ' : 55^  56.<3 
1 59.3 54.5 55.1 

t.lA (.65)    4.U — tU  1?^. 
L.S.D. ^*qt^___    y.S.S.       8»S.i3. M.S.D. 
Interaetire Effects not significant 
* Shear Press readings in kilograsa per aquai'e inch 

Table 63 

Shear Press Readings of Sise 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Early Harvest* Frosen While Fresh) 

Maans of tndividnal Treatawits 

        iUo        VL        fc-i \U        *±  ■'     tf 
-S3 583—TOJ—gas 533—sns—2^1 

1ML 56.9        62*0        55.6 52.3 51*2        54.4 

Maans of Main Effects 
Level ft ifanna P-Meana fc4ieana 

6 52.6 553 54.6 
1 55.4 51*5 54.6 
2 52.8 

onrrn^j H.S.D. 535 N.S.D. 
L.S.D.  UOL) M.SJD.  H.S.D. H.S.P. 
Interactive effects not significant 
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Table 64 

Shaar Praaa Rcadlnga of Size A and 5 Beana 
(1952 Late Harvest, .Frosea After Storage) 

'■.'.'. yb*m"9f tnldtlvldaal TraataiegUr 

■       iM       Ul       t4 g^       n       wr •jpj JJ^ g^-^ gj-g gg-g g^^ jjpj. 
»-l 6l«3        63,3        63*8 68a        69.1        70«8 

Maana ^ Ifadn Bffacta 

"~3 ^g 53^ ^y- 
1 66.0 67.6 66»8 

Uub. Um S^K Z35 OX" 
L.3.D, (.01)       y.S^P. H^S.B> !t>S«P. 
IniaanteiiTa effeeia net aignlfleaat 

1953 Crop - Sbaar praaa readixiga «era taken on all groupa, bat 

elgnificant differencae in raalatanca to aheer wmee Indicated in 

only two group* of beana. Both grottpa were of aise 4 aid 5 beana, 

frosen vfcile freah} and reaponaaa aero noted in both harreata. 

Significant I x P interaetioz» aeore indicated in both groupa 

(Tables 65, 66). 3k both groopa, the tandancj of nitrogen ferti- 

lization to depreae the tfiaar preaa readinga aaa affected by tha 

phoaphoroa fertilization level since thia depreaaion did not occur 

•whan phoaphoroa fartilisara were uaed. k aUdlar P x K interaction 

ia ahoan in tha early harrest groap (Table 65). The tendency of 

potaasitoa fertilisation to aignificantly depreaa ^iear preaa readings 

aas ahom to be dependent on the phoaphoroa fertilisation level. 
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Table 65 

Shear Press Readings of 40 of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953 Barly Harrest, Proaen IhUe Fresh) 

Means od^ tndJTldttaL Treaturnibs 
1*nr*l &Q 3P-1 "" 

nS2S 50 4O ZZ3 SET 
S-l                   40-1                         33-8                  45.3                         48.4 
B-2 48.0 470  

Maans of Main Effects (Factorial Treataents) 
Level fr-Maans P-gaans K~Maana 
^p, -gg gfifi 45*44 

1 41.88 45.09 41.75 

      Table of M x P Coig)inationa          
 !C5 iq[  
-£3 VKS5 Z33  
N-l 36.94 46.81 

US.b. (.65)   ^   5.^ l.^l>. (.61)   —   7.3^ 

 Table of P x t Coabinations   

i=er- ros zzn  
I-l         38.06 45.44 ' 

UiUU  (.6j) — ^ __ t^h.>¥.&)  .— 7.39— 
Individual treatment differences and ieain effect dif£mreneea not 
significant 
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Table 66 

Shear Press Readings of Sise 4 sod 5 Beaas 
(1953 Xate Harvest* Frozen TThile /resh) 

Mama of IndfrLdaal Treataenta 
ievel P*0 P-l 

"TO ^TZ STZ SuZ 4514 
N-l 43.0 43.8 49.4 49.4 
^»2 52*1  ^TO  

  of Main Rffecta (factorial Treatments) 
Lerei 1 Ifetns F-wans I-MMPS 
"TF 4733 ym zs^r 

1 45.13 44.88 45.97 

,... Table of 1 x P ConMnations        

13 ^j^l ^g^  
M-4                 43.38 46.88  

t.5X [M)  w, 3a» L.5.b, (Ju   ->  ^76 
Main effeete not •ignlfleait 
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The Effect of Mitrogen, Phogphonis, and Potassitaa Fertiligation 
an the Banter "Bd", »a", and ^""Readings of Canned Pole Beans 

1952 Crop - Objective evaluations of color were aade on all 

groups of canned beans, using the ftmter Color and Color Difference 

Meter} but significant differences in readings doe to fertilisation 

were found in only four groups* the use of potassium fertilizers 

resulted in significantly lover "a* readings in sise 3 beans of 

the early harvest, canned while fresh (Table 68). This was true 

of both foroa of potassium fertilisers used. In the ease of the 

"b* readings, only potassium chloride (K-l) was associated with a 

significant reduction (Table 69). In the absence of significant 

change in "Rd" (Table 67), this would indicate that the use of 

potassium chloride fertiliser had resulted la beans of more yellow 

and of less green hue. Less chroma (lesser degree of saturation 

of color) is also Indicated. Potassium sulphate fertilisation 

resulted in beans of more yellov (and less green) hue while the 

degree of saturation remained about the same. 

In the sise A and 5 beans of the late harrest, alec canned 

fresh, the effect of potassium was again erident (Tables 71, 72). 

The use of both forms of fertiliser was associated with a signi- 

ficant reduction in both "a* and "b* readings. In the absence 

of significant change in "Ed" (Table 70), this Indicates that the 

beans were sure yellow (and less green) and that there was a lesser 

degree of chroma. 
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k third color responaa resulting f ran potaeeiua f ertilisaidon 

noted in ibm sise 4 and 5 beans of tha lata hanreat, canned 

after storage (Tables 73, 74). Bse of potaaaiun chloride aigni- 

ficantly inereeaed "Ed* and "a", ehieh indicates an insreaae in 

refleotlcm and a ohaage in has tesard groan (froa jelloa). Use 

of potassitai sulphate, on the ether hand, aas associated with a 

Significant increase in "a* only (Table 74). In this sane gnmp, 

phosphorus fertilisation significantly decreased."a*, which in 

tha absence of ai^iifieant change in "Bd" or "b", indicatea a 

shift toward yalloa, tram green. 

litrogen fertilisation siffdfieantly inereasad "Sd* readings 

in the sise 3 beans of tha lata harrest, canned after storage 

(Table 76). Use of phosphorus had the saas effect. In the absence 

of changes in "a* sad "b" readings^ this indicates an increase in 

reflection. 

fable 67 

Boater *Rd* teadings of Sise 3 Beans 
(1952 Barly laryest. Canned fhile Freeh) 

Veana of IndiTldual Treatawnta 
Lorel 1MJ JML 

t-6          t-1 fc-i                fid        £4 t-i 
H-0 
H-l 

9.31      9.U 
9.37        9.ca 

4.75              9.10       M6 
9.41                10.08         8.72 

9.35 
9.18 

Means of lain Sffacts 
Level B-iieans P-Means K-Jfeans 

0 
1 
2 

9.26 
9.30 

9.33 
9JO 

9.47 
8.96 
9.4L 

Klff^^ and Interaetive effects not significant 
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Table 68 

Htuxtar "a" Readings of Size 3 Beans* 
(1952 Early Harrest, Gazmed Ihile Freeh) 

Mwme ef Indlrldaal Tf aataante T" 

-■■-••    ,~ t4  ..    fcJL:  . :.^.                fc4 .      i4   .-,-  ^ 
TCS 53? 5a2 £3? 535 ES 5^0 
B-l 4,97        4>9Q        4,70 5U5 4.88        5^10 

Maang of gain Sf f ecia 
Lerel B-Meane P^leana K-Manne 
-^_  4.9^      ^T 4.*.   5.1* 

1 5.00 5.06 4.93 
2 •'••■"■•, 4.ai 

i>s.5> {4fl ico: laA'"" nM~ 
I|>S.I)» Ud) .      g.S»B.       H.S.D. ♦243 
InteraetiTe effect* not signifieaiit 
* All Ranter "a* readingn *re Bdime 

Table 69 

Banter *b* Beadings of Siae 3 Beana 
(1952 Early Barveet^ Canned Ihlle Fyesh) 

Xeana of Indlvldnal TreatB«xts 
Level W)                                               ■    "      M 

E-O       w.        ^2              w)       w K-2 
H-6 
»-l 

i^JjB     i5.l5      14.^             15.16     U.^ 
14.83      14*28      14.74               15.58      14.45 

i5.& 
14.97 

Mean* of Main Effects 
terel IMIanna                          B-Means E-Xsane 

0 
1 
2 

14.97                             14.84 
U.®.                            14.94 14.60 

14.87 
t.S.I).  (, m 

►01} 
H.S*S«                                H.^.B. .^64 

.622 
Itrt«ract: Lre effecto not sl^dfleant 
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Tabl* 70 

Hunter *Rd* Beadinga of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 laarly Harreat, Canned While Fraah) 

7K6 IS79I SZOT 53 105—1535—mm 
S^l 10,48 9*90      10>15 10.68       10,37       10^04 

  Ifeaca G^ Main Effects 

~1$ ; xg^; SCTT JCTT 
1 10.25 10.23 10.21 
2 ,  10.03 

llain and intaraetiTa affecta not ai^ificaaat 

Table 71 

Hrmter "a" Raadlnga of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Early Harreat, Canned Ihile Preah) 

ifeans of tndiTidaai Treataanta 
I^rel 9-0 M 
        g^ IU1 tj ^0 fe-i iKT 
-« 53S 53? 433 538 5355 5^9 
*4. 5^39 5.04        5.10 5.32        5.03 4.93 

■ Maans of Main Iffecta 
terel " . JMfeans        . ILia«ai   ' S-Meana 
"TJ HIS 533 535- 

1 5.13 5.10 5*11 
2 '  5.01 

L,S.B* {*Q5) H.S.D. " «.S*D* T3W 
JUS.D. UOi) H.S.tPfc ^ g4S.P. ^tO. 
tn^eractiTO effects noi elgrrtf 4cant 
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Table 72 

Banter *b" Readings of Sise 4 and 5 Beana 
(1952 Early Harvest, Cannad Ihlle Presh) 

'   _ _y»ans d tnddrl^uai Treat—ats , 

        1-6        ^-1        fca fc.6        ^i        t^T 
-15 I53S 15?®—15^ 1133—1535—IC53 

H-l 15*75       15^11       15^41 I5«a2      15>a       15.48 

  Maans ttt Main Iffeets 
Lerel H Meiins P4baas K kawna 
15 153 IsTSS 15.90 

1 15«5> 15.46 15.51 
2          15.19 

L.S.D. U05) H.S.D. M.S.D. ,364 
L.3.P,  l*01^ __ >.S»g.     ■ i     ■   - M.S.D. g,S.P, 
Interaexl-ve effects noi algnlfiwrni 

Wbie 73 

Bolder *Rd* Readings ef Sise 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harrest, Caoned After Storage) 

 ot Indifldaal Treataents 

         M        IM K^ g-0 fcA Kg" 
"^5 5^ STB 5?fc 933 935 9^5 
g»l        8.96   9.72   9.62       9.07  10.24   9.40 

,    ,    . ^ join Sffeeta II.     
Level '" .'       '      '     JMiuacm ' Mfcans '" "    ,    I-Msans 
u 531 931: SET- 

1 9.50 9.^ 9.81 

UJUL (.W W&B: KXtr. !^r 
L.S.O. (.01)       H.S,p« 1I.S>1>» .433 
Interactive effects noi significant 
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Table 74 

Hunter "a* Readinge of Slse 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Barrestj.CftnnBd After Storage) 

' m Jfcana <»f| ^ndlTldtaai Trea^awaia 

-■» 5^5 5^ CT CW 535 53J 
»>1 ^82 5.25 5.15 4,37        5>50 4*56 

Meana ^ IfadLn 8f f ects 
Lerel N'Maans P Maima t-^leana 
s 5ns 5ns CTT- 

I 4.94 4.90 5,32 

0x1^55 rsx ^ES: ^issr 
Lr8*P. («qi>      W.S,B, .306. ,376 
Interaetlve effect*not ■ignif leant 

fable 75 

Banter "b" Reading* of Slse 4 and 5 Bean* 
(1952 late Hanreet, Canned After Storage) 

jfeane ef IndlTldnai fireataanta 

"13 ICW—£5^3—TOE 15^5—1535—srar 
1*1 14.55      15.09      15.35 14.59      15.59      14.75 

  Maane of Main  Iffeeta   

nj Um 5^95 TOTT 
1 14.99 15.02 15.22 

2 ..... 1**96- 
Main and. InteraetlTe effects not significant . . 
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table 76 

Hunter "ltd" Readings of Site 3 Bean* 
(1952 Late Harvest^ Canned After Storage) 

        g^d        M       'M IU        ^1 
"151 §33 337 33* 335 CT? 33? 
B-l 8.60 8.93 g.63 9*15 9.87        9.45 

Means ^ gBln Sffeots 
Levd     ' R-Ifeans P-Maang K-'lfeans 
"15 3^ ^s S^*' 

% 9*11 9*04 9*0^ 

tJ.^(^) 395 353 *fei?r 
Int»ra<^W effects iiotaignlfieaxit 

1953 'Srop - ObjeetiTe color readlnga were taken on all groups, 

using the Banter Color and Color Difference later; bat significant 

differences dae to fertiliser treataents neofe found in only three 

groups* 

Phosphorus fertilisation affected color readings only in the 

siss 4 and 5 beans of the early hsrrest, canned shile fresh. In 

that group, it significantly reduced the "Bd* and "a* readings 

(Tables 77, 78). The fact that the "b" readings were not signi- 

ficantly Ranged (Table 79) indicates that the effect was a reduction 

in reflection and a shift la has Area green toward yeUow. 

Nitrogen fertilisation was associated with significant Changes 

In the color ef both else grovps of beans canned after storage. 

In the size 4 and 5 beans, the use of Nitrogen fertiliser signi- 

ficantly increased "Ed" and "a" readings (Tables 83, 84). In the 
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absence of a eignlf leant change in "b" readings,, this indicates 

an increase in reflection and a shift in hue from green toward 

yellow. In the size 3 beans, the use of nitrogen resulted In a 

significant Increase in "b* readings (fable 82). The differences 

in •Rd" and "a" attributable to the aain effects of nitrogen 

fertilisation sere not quite large enough to be Significant (Tables 

80, 81). The *b" change (Table 82) indieates an increase In 

ebroasf also, aa increase in reflection sould probably be observed. 

T*ble 77 

Banter "Bd* Readings of Sise 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953 Early Harvest, Canned IMle Fresh) 

keans of Indivldaal Treatments 
Lerol P-O P-l 

^5 33J OT 535 7^^ 
8-1                    9.13                         8.71                  8.36                         8.21 
8*2 8.59 S^frT  

UL». (.0$)     -^  .4^? l^.k (.<ft)  —  i.^ 
Means of Main effects (Factorial Treataeata) 

Letel W-Meana Paeans t-Means 
-^ OT 05 335"" 

1 8^^ ^16 8.36 
t^.b. (.65) ran*: ^-32??— 037 
L.SJE>. (♦01)       H.3.P. .443 S.S.D. 
InteraciiTB effects not significant 
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Tabla 73 

Hunter **" BeadLngs of Sise 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953 First Harvest, Canned While Fresh) 

deans of IndlTidnal Treatawats 

   t-t> .fci      1-4 kg" 

H-l        5.47          5.0*                  5.2L                         4,99 
S-2 5.25  5£46  

Ifcans of Main Effects (Factorial Treataents) 
Iievel B-Manna P-Msana K-Msans 
ns 5^ ttf JoT* 

1 SOT 4.91 5.01 

L.S>D>  (,01) 1.5.0,  j^Od H.S.D. 
ITS effects not aignificant 

Table 79 

Banter "b* Readings of Sise 4 and 5 Beans 
(1955 Barly Harrest, Canned While Frecdi) 

dsans of Indtj-vldnal Treataents 

 ^ fc^ 1^ '       '       ^ 
TP5 13^4 033 1X93 E^ 
*-l 13.82 12*66 13.03 12.59 
H-2 13.13 13.78  

t.5.!>. (.6^)   ^    .^ !LS.b. (.61)   ->   .^L 

Means of Main Effects (Factorial Treataents) 
Level W Ma*ns F-Msana K-Means 
"U OT3 15^5 5335- 

1 ^t08, ...    1?'75 12.90 
Main and interactive effects not significant 
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Table 80 

Hunter *Bd" Readinga of Slse 3 Beans 
{1953, Canned After Storage) 

Mama of IndlTidnal Treatnanta 

-^3 CT 5^3 539 5775 
1-4       6*30          6^78       7.19          7.05 
S-2 ^95 .     7.25  

 Maana of Main Effecta (Factorial freataeata) 
Level H-Menna B-Wewna K-Moana 
"TJ S3 Ztt 5^5~- 
V       6j96   6,84. 6.8^ 

Indiridnal treatment differencea not aignif leant 
Main and InteraetiTe effects not algnlfleant 

Table 81 

Banter "a" Headings of Slse 3 Beans 
(1953, Canned Aftar Storage) 

Manna of Indlvidnal Treataenta 
Level lUd M ,      IU f-i iu tar "SS ^^gg 235 £35 E^ 

JM,                  A.4Z                       4.33                 4.43                        4.25 
fra jls^O ^T . 

Moana of Main gffacts (Faetorial Treataenta) 
lievel H Mauris ^jteans S-feans T ES5 ^55 £52- 
_1     _      4.36 4.25 4>30 
IndLvldoal Treatoent dlffer«aces not algnlfleant 
Main and InteraetlTe differenoea not algnlfleant 
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Table 32 

Hunter *b" Readings of Size 3 Bears 
(19539 Canned After Storage) 

 Uesxya &f j^fl-vl^laal freataentg 

— ^6 "fe^••'■    fed ^4 
"125 ' ii^5" " 333 "-IE33 TOS* 

IW.                 12.>3i                      12,ie               12,75                       12.55 
S>2 12.^  12.35  

Meang ef gain Sffccta (Factcarlal Treataanta) 
Level Ml^foaaa '     fOSiEI        ",    ' g-*faana 
"~^ "   ii^  — 5X15 14.^ 

1  12.45      12.22 12.31 

L,^.!)* (.01)    ,    ■■   •     W>5.B> g»S,B» H.S.D. 
Interactive effects not significant 

fable 83 

Hunt«r "Rd" fieadlnga of Sise 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953 Sarly Harreet, Canned After Storage) 

  fcane of tntkyldnal Trea Wts 
I-^el '   •- "   '       #uo   " '   J       -   ' "       'M      ' ■* 
     'iiu      ' ;     ' -M ■ ■       feo" or 
"ss —7^5 *rm TM 73? 

*&                   8*02                        7.^                  8.16                         8.35 
M^ 8^39 , Ts^S  

         Steaaa of Iain Effecta (Factorial Treatnsnta) 
Level 1»-Moang P-Meana  K-lieana 
~T5 >m fm rar* 

1  8.10 7.91_ 7.85 
IN,S*B. v.05i .451 s.s.i>, ar.s^B. 
I..S.-B. (*<&}_    »«S.P. IT.S.B. y.S.D. 
Interactive effects not significant 
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Table 34 

Hunter "a* BeadLnga of Size A and 5 Beana 
(1953 Early Harrest, Canned After Storage) 

Maana of InctiTidual Treataenta 
Lewi 3M F-l 

TES 439 OI E33 43^ 
S-l                    4.89                          5.10                  5.00                          5.02 
»>2 5.06 ZsZl  

MMP* of Mala Eff ecta_(Factcn^al Treataanta) 
Level W"Meana P-Meana K-lieani" 
-5 £55 £37 WT" 

1 SjOO 4^78 4.90 
OX~P55 ^273 KSX COT 
L.S.D, («01)       H.S.D. M^S.P,     N>S.D, 
Interactive effecta not algnlfieaut 
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the Effects of Hitrogerij Phosphorua, and Potassium Fertillgation on 
the Hunter "^"j "it1*! and *b" Readings of Froaen^ale Beans 

1952 Crop - Objective eraluations of color were nade on all 

groups of frozen beans, using the Hunter Color and Color Difference 

Meter) bat significant differences due to fertilizer treatments 

were noted in only teo groups. In the size 3 beans of the late 

harvest, frozen while fresh, phosphorus fertilization significantly 

decreased Hunter "b* readings (Table 88). In the absence of signi- 

ficant change in "Rd" and "a* (Tables 36, 87), this would indicate 

a decrease in ehrona and a janall change in hue, toward green froa 

yellow. 

In the size A and 5 beans of the late harvest, frozen after 

storage, phosphorus fertilisation resulted in significantly lowered 

"a* readings (Table 90). The reduction in *Rd" readings was not 

quite large enough to be significant (Table 89). In the absence 

of significant change in *b* (Table 91), this indicates a shift 

in hue from green toward yellow and, perhaps, sone reduction in 

reflection. 
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Table 86 

Hunter *Sd* Reading* of Size 3 Beans 
(1952 Late Harreat, Frozen Ihlle Fresh) 

Means oT IndiTidual Treataenta 
Level F-O R-l 

&6   t-i %&'-            M ■  «*1 K-i 

1WL 
6^  '^36 
6.80   6,62 

6.75      6.&  ^.55 
6.80       6.79   6.54 

6.14 
6.62 

Means of Main Iff eets 
Level H-lfeana P-Hsana K-Ueana 
0 
1 
a 

6.77 
6.69 

6.81 
6.66 

6.75 
6.86 
6.58 

fcinand interactlT* effects not algniflcant 

Table 87 

Hunter "a11 Eeadings of Siae J Beana 
(1952 Late Harrest, Proaen Ihlle Fresh) 

_ , of IndlTldaal Treatments 
Level T^O JVl 

TRJ 531 CTT 531"- 578 TO £35 
JWL 6.61        6.37        6.12 6.35 6.48 6.98 

  of Msdn Sffeeta 
Level          ,                 frUBSB*                         I^Jiaans                          t-ifeans -3 ^ g-^^ g-^p- 
1 6.48 6.39 6.76 
2  6.31 

Main and isteraetlTe effects not significant 
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Table 88 

Banter "b* SeaxUags of Size 3 Beans 
(1952 Late Harroets Proseo «hile Fresh) 

Meaag of !lBdlTldaal Treataenta 

' ' '   1&6 S5 E3—: E35 i^—" %& 
"Ws m&i—TSM—i6M  16**7   i&m—93^ 

8*1 10*43       10.43       10.^ 10.38 9*89       10>13 

  tteans *£ Main Sffeete 
Lerel W Meana 1^ Meant fJ-Mwane 
~5 1535 is^ fs^r 

1 10.27 10.11 10.49 
2  10.06 

t&a. (.o^j ESHJ: ^si ^—ror 
L.S.I>.  (.01) g.S.D.  2252 g.S.P. 
InteraetiTe ef f eets not eigniileaat 

Table 89 

Smxter *Rd* HmrMnga of Siae 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harreat, ?roien After Storage) 

Meana of IndLvidaal Treatawts 
Level ^0 Wt 1    fe-d        Ifri"- 4-2                t-6        t-i Jt-i 
3-6 
B-l 

" 6.^       6.76 
6.71        7.20 

6.!^              6.^       C6i 
6.68                 6.45         6.59 

6.4i 
6.48 

Beana of Medn If f ecte 
L«Y«1 IMfeam Mleane J^Heana 

6' 
1 
2 

6.61 
6.68 

6.75 
6.54 6.78 

6.52 
Main and interactire effeeta not eignifieant 
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Table 90 

Banter "*" Renriinge of Sise A and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harreat, Proien After Storage) 

Meane of indlrldaai Treataentg 
Lerel 'fi-O .  '  ' '   ^*1' 
    ^0    iU K-2       Ui M    fc>2" 
TP5 5^ OB 535 535 53t 5^7 
■rl 6.87 6.64        6.62 6.15 6.18        6.55 

Meane <x£ Main gf f ecte 
Lerel If-Benne gUfcans ^Meana 
"75 5^5 538 53r~ 

1 6.50 6.28 6,49 

nornssj sxs: ns? c^r 
L.S.D. UQl) IUS»D» ^ .346 H.S.D. 
Intera«ilTe eff eeta not aignif leant 

Table 91 

Honter "b* Eeadinga of Siae 4 «od 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harvest, Prosea After Storage) 

Maana of Indiridaal Treataenta 

 S2i £1 ES S-5 E5 KT 
TP5 ttft 53^ EOT 15^ 15^15 M3JS 
S-l 9.74       10»6g      10.25 10.15       10.40       10.26 

Maana of Main Iffeeta 
level g-Jleana P-Jaana R-lleana 
~7J id.i6 16.^6 IS^T 

1 10.25 10.25 10.36 
_2  10.16 
Main and interactive ef foots not algnlfleant' 
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1953 Crop - RLtrogen fertilization waa the only factor ^lich 

significantly changed color. In size 3 beans, frosen ^lile fresh, 

nitrogen fertilisati<Hi significantly increased *b" readings (Table 

94>)« In the absence of significant changes in "Ed" and "a" (Tables 

92, 93), this indicates an increase in cbrona and a elicit shift 

is hue from green tosard yellov, as a result of nitrogen ferti- 

lisation. 

Jxt tee groups of size 4 and 5 beans, the use of nitrogen was 

associated with a significant inorease in "a* readings (Tables 96, 

99)* Zn Idw first group (late harvest, frosen «bile fresh), there 

ware no significant changes in the other readings, although the 

differences between *b" readings approached significance (Table 

97). A shift is hue tosard green and a possible increase is chrcnat 

is thus indicated. 

In the second group (early harreat, froses after storage), 

the use of nitrogen resulted is increase of both "a* and "b" readings 

(Tables 99, 100). Differences is "Rd" sere sot great enough to be 

significant (Table 98). These shifts indicate a greater degree of 

saturation (ehroaaa), with little change is hoe. The color of the 

nitrogen fertilised beans would thus appear lighter. 

Significant H x P interactions affecting *Rd» and "a" readings 

occurred is the size 4 and 5 beans of the early harvest, eazmed ^dle 

fresh (Tables 101, 102). 
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In these iateractlona, the tendency of nitrogen fertilisation 

to increase "Rd" and "a* is shoen to be dependent cm the lerel of 

^oaphoros ferbilisstion, since the increase occurred only in the 

presence of phoapheros (P-l). 

The color cfasnge indicated by increase in "Ed" and "a", without 

change in "b" is an increase in reflection and a shift in hoe toward 

green. 

Table 92 

Hunter "Rd" Readings of Sise 3 Beans 
(1953* Frosan Ihile Fresh) 

Mmmw a£ IndiTidaal Treataents 
i^oi M ■ M 

-E5 5^5 5?76 7^8 S3E 
»-l       7.36         6»70      7,13         6.83 
B-2 7s42  7.41  

"»«"» of Maia Sffecta (Factorial Treatments) 
I^vel M^laans , '     B^fcans JC Maona "n 53r~- zm 7nr- 
1 7.00      6.93   6.80 

Individnal Treatnant differences not aignificant 
Main and interactive effects not significant 
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Table 93 

Hunter *a* Seadlngs of Size 3 Beans 
(1953* Frosea While Fresh) 

Meane of ladlvldaai TiPeataattis 
tettO. P-0 P-l 

TP5 3^5 3^5 535 37^ 
M-l 8.77 9.10 9.17 9.02 
»*2 B£& 2J&  

Maana of Mala Effects (Factorial Treataents) 
Lerel IT ¥>gns ^-Wsans g^Hieans -^ q-g ^ ^^ 
1 9#01     9.09  8.99 

IndiTidoal lapsataflnt differences not significant 
Hals and Interaetire effects not significant 

Table 94 

Banter *b* Readings of Slse 3 Beans 
(1953, ftrosaa While Presh) 

Maans of ladJlrldaal Treataents 

TRS 105 : mz 1135 sr3 
1-1                 12.04                       11.56                21.74                       11.49 
B-2 11.52  11.78  

Maans of Main If fects (Factoarlat Treatarots) 
Level B-Mtaas P'Msans 

is s^sr ros 1i^~ 
1 11.71 11.53 11.41 

03np5T 329 rax raSr 
US.D. (.gl)       ir.S.D. H.S.B. H.S.D. 
InteractiTe effects not significant 
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Tabl« 95 

Hunter "Bd* Readings of Size 4 and 5 Beam 
(1953 J-ate Harrest, Frosen thlle Freadi) 

Meana of IndlTlcfaal Treatneirtg "~" 
terel F-0 1^1 

"E5 735 7^ 'TSJ 7^ 
1WL                   7.5>                         7.35                 7.72                        7.87 
»-3 7259 7J98  

Maana of Main Bffeete_(Factorial Treata^ta) 
Lerel If Maana P» want ff-Menna* 
"TF 7^5 73!7 TuT" 
1 7.37     7.40 7.29 

IndliTicbtal treataent dlffarencea not aigaificant 
Main and interaeti-re offeeta not significant 

Table 96 

Hunter "a" Readings' of Siae A and 5 Beans 
(1953 fcate Haarvest, Frosen IhUe   Fretfi) 

Means of IhdlvldQal Treat—ats 

~I3J 3^?? 5^5: §37? 3^1 
S-l                   8.96                         8.54                 9.31                         8.47 
&■& 8.76  8.19  

Means of Main Effects (Factorial Treataent a) 
teral                           ^Jfeana                         P wans                         tt-Manm -^ g:5f ^ g^r- 

1  8.32 SjSA 8.40 onrr^ ^55 six nsar 
^.S.D.  (.(XL) .352 H.S.D. .352 
InteraetiTe effects not significant 
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Table 97 

Eant«r "b" Roadlnga of Size 4 and 5 Boana 
(1953 Late Harveat, Fros«i While Prerii) 

■»ana of inda.Yldaal Treataenta 

T3J n^ 1133 EuTS THE 
»-l                  11.99                        12.11                12.34                        11.62 
*■* 12^04 11.51  

MagPB of Mala gfecta (Factorial Treataent») 
Lerel JT ■■nna P-Jfeana K-Meana 
T KM fn® TZm- 

1     12,01 .B*7f 11*62 
Xodd-rt^i&L treatBent diffarencea not aignificani 
Main and ioteraetive ef f eeta not aignifleant 

Table 98 

Honter "Ed" Heading* of Siae 4 and 5 Beana 
(1953 Barly Harreat, Froaen After Storage) 

Miima of IndiTidoal Treataeaita 

        K-fl 164. 16-6 HT 
TP5 £35 5^ ^m Off 
8-1                   6.60                        7.05                 6.73                        6.81 
X-2 7.U 6366  

_ Maana of Main gffeeta (Factorial Treataenta) 
Lerel                           If JMM                         P-Jfeana                         y-Menna _^ ^ g-^y 5:sr. 

_ 1 ^gO 6.71    6.70 
Indi-rldoai treatanxi (dj^fWeneea not aignificant 
Main and izrteraetiTa effeeta not aignificut 
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Table 99 

Hunter "a* ReadLnga of Size 4 and 5 Baana 
(1953 S«rly Harrert, frosen After Storage) 

■pans of IndllTldual Treaiaents 

       fe^ >4 'fcd fc-i' 
TP5 OT : 333 3^5 TM 
»-l 9.01 8.79 8.68 8.61 
^•2 9J.3 SiW  

ULn UK)     -^  .611 Ut.fa, (.ft.)  ^  .fe6 

H*88* ^ gain ^^e^8_(Faietorlal Treataenta) 
Level                           IMfeana                         ^-aaana                         K^Benna ~T! g^5 g^j CTp- 
1    8^7? 8^ 8.43 

L.3.D. f*03-^ __     »^|L? ^_- g.3.D,  g.S.D, 
LTO ef fecta not algnificani 

Table 100 

Boxttar "b" Raadinga of Slsse 4 sod 5 Baans 
(1953 Barly Harreat, Ffc-osan After Storage) 

Beana of IndlTldnal Treat—Pta 
tetel P-O M ^ gg; 1£5 ET" 
Tcs m% —isns mm vm 
»-.l 11.22 11.22 10.83 11.21 
!t-2 11.18 11.07  

_ ***B» of M»la Sffecta (Faetorlal Treataenta) 
Wrel W-Mafina W^masa g-^enna 
■*u mm T535 TS&T 

X  11.12 10.90 10,93 
i.sjft, (.#; 3S7 ox ESS: 

Individual tireataent difforflncea not aignificant 
Interactire ef f ecta not aignificant 
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table 101 

Hunt*r "Bd" Raadings of Siae U and 5 Beana 
(1953 Early Harvest, Froien While Fresh) 

^mttrm of Individaal Treataenta 

        fc^ '        '%& ■■■'■  %4    '     ' KT" 
HRJ TOT 535 737 735? 
*-l 7.93 7*29 7.67 7.89 
B-2 7.60 ,  7.34 

Maana of Ifaln Sff—ta (Factorial Treataenta) 
Laral Tt-Mawna P-«gaaa K-Maang 
~U 7^1 7777 T^T" 
_i Z*62 7^ 7.6? 

     Table of H x P Coatoiaationa  

TP5 7^5 ~*7^  
B-l          7.55 7.78   

Table 102 

Huntar "a* Baadinga' of Sine 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953 Sarly Harreat, Froaen Ihile Freafa) 

Meaaa of ladlvidual Treataenta 

~S53f guIJ ?35 535 §35 
M.                  9.03                        «.91                9.72                        9.54 
8^2 908 ^89  

ggang of Ifaia Bffecta (Factqrial Treatnenta) 
Leral N ■Banna P ibnna g-Haapa 
•TJ 93S 53 53r~ 
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Table 102 (Cont'd) 

Table of H x P Contoinaticme 
 '3M 3ML 
"S35 9.28 8.83 
1W.     B.97    9.63 
1.^ (M   - .516  f    t.S.fl: (.61) -f .W^ 
Individoal ireataent differences net significant 
Main effects not significant 

Table 103 

Hunter "b* Readings of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953* Frosoa Ihile Fresh) 

Ifeana of Indirldnal Treataenta 

      fc^ ie-1 K-O g-r 
""ff^ 12^ 5305 X£35 SCTT 

1M.                  12.55                        l^aO                12.31                       12.82 
B-a 12.36  11.6f        

Means of Main Bffects (Factorial Treaiaagats) 
Lerel H-Means P-ieans K-«eana TS EE^ j^^ Enfsr 
1 _ 1204      12.29 12.28 

Individaal treatnent difrerences not signlileant 
Main and interactive effects not sigaifleant 
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The Effect* of KLtrogBn, Phoaphorna, and Potaaaioa Feaftlllaatlon 
on the Agricultural Marketing Service Score for Texture and Maturity 
of Csmaed Pole Bwms 

Crop - Four groopa of beans «ere graded by the A.M.S., 

bat significant diffearcneea dae to fertiliaatian ware noted only 

in the sixe 4 and 5 benna idiich tiere easned after storage. In 

that group, the use of nitrogen significantly decreased the score 

for texture and aattirity, whereas the use of potassium chloride 

(M.) warn associated eith a significant inereaae (Table 104} • 

The scores for texture and ■aturity of all beans were in the 

nediuH grade A ztmge. Average scores for all grcnps are listed 

in Table 105* 

table 104 

A.M.S. Scores for Texture and Maturity of Sise 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harreat, Canned After Storage) 

Manns of1 fadividnal Treataenta 
£etel JM ML     — 
      *-&      ML      t4 ^>      E-i      ur 
-m 573—^3—553 ym—30—?r$ 
** 34>5 37.5 37.0 35.5        37.0        38.0 

Maans of Main Effects 
Level W Manns P-Msans  
-3 3TO? jfT! 55^" 

1 36.58                             37.08 37*75 
2          37.50 

L.S.D. (.05)        U73           H.S.D. .579 
L.8.D. (fQl)        .*^8 ._.-        M.S.D. .817 
Interactive effects not aignifieant 
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fable 105 

Arerage A.M.S. Scores for Texture and 
Matxiritx of ?our Qroxips of Canned Pole Beans 

baaanied ^re^   . _     *     _ Canned Jftar Storage 
3 t     Size j and 5     t      Sine 3 t     Siae 4 M3 

lffi3 Crop » Four groaps of beans were graded^ bat significant 

differences were found ia oxtly teo groaps. 2n the else 3 beans which 

were canned while Jftreah, phosphoras fertilisation significantly 

reduced the scare for texture and matority (Table 106), FhosjAarua 

f ertiliaation was aaoociated with the same signifleant effect la 

the 4 and 5 sise beans of the late harrest, which were canned after 

storage (Table 107). 

Analyaia of the rarianee of indtvliiri treatamta showed that 

the use of 100 pooads of nitrogan (11-2) resulted in a significant 

inerease la scoare for taxtore and watarilT" when used la the abeanoe 

of phoaphonta* In the factorial analysis, nitrogen fertilisation 

caased Increase la this score, oa the aaia effect basis (Table 107). 

Since these scores are very laportaat in grade evaluation, 

the average scores for all groaps which were graded have been 

presented (Table 108). 
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Table 106 

A.M.S. Scoroo for Toctoro and Sstarity of 3is« 3 Beans 
(1953, Canned While Fr«ah) 

Ifeans of IndividtiaL Treataeaals 
1*^1 M ILj 

TSJ 505 5?35 5735 jm 
»-l                 37.75                      37*75               37.25                      37.00 
9-2    37.^ 37.75  

Ibaaa of Ifadn gffecta (Factorial Troataenta) 
Lerel F Msano ^4faans fc-Meana 
^u— ym yrm fmr 
t.l.D. i.w        iujit 22^ S^r 
L.S.B. (.01) ?:g'P*  •5(y H.S.&. 
IndiTidual iroatswit dif f erenees neC 
InteractiTe «ffoots not significant 

emKrrc.; 

Table 107 

JL.M.S. Soores for Teocfears and Maturity of Size 4 and 5 Boans 
(1952 Barly Bax-rest, domed After Storage) 

Beans of IndiTiaaal Treataapta 
I«*B1 P-6 P-l 

"335 50S 35ns 55?^ 55?% 
»-l                  36.75                       37.00               36.25                       36.25 

Jfc2 37.25 36,25 ;  

Means of Main gffeeta_(Factarial Treatnenta) 
Lenrel N'llsims        " ' .        '   P-teans . K-Menna 
~5 J?& 553S 5S3r 

1  36*56 36.00 36.31 

L.3.D.  (.01) ♦60 S.S.B, H.S.S. 
InteractiTe effects not aignlf leant 
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Table 108 

Average A.U.S. Scores for Texttore and Maturity 
of Five Qroups of Canned Pole Beans 

Ffeoaen Hhile Fresh" Frozen After Sto 
Size 3 t Siae 4 and 5 _ 

t First Harv.tSecond HanrT 
Sise 3 t Siae A 

i Second Harv» 

37.53 t       3A.to 36.20 37.40 t       36.35 
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Tha Sffeeta of HJ-tarogen, Phoaphoraa, and Potaaalua FartiHaatian 
on tfaa Agrical-taral Marketing Sarrlea Sicora for Taxtora and Matpgity 
o? Prosen hflla Baans 

Crop - FOOT groupa of baena vara gradad^ but aignifieant 

diffarenees doa to fertilisation vara found in only ana group. 

Thia differanca warn a. redaction la aeore for texture and maturity, 

aa the result of phoaphorua f ertilimation, and occurred in 4. and 5 

aise beans, stored before being froaen (Table 109)* 

The scores of the 1952 beans which were frosen while fre A 

were in the modiuK grade A range, Howovar, the scores of the 

stored product were either bordar-line between A and B (36), or 

in grade B (32-35). Arerage scores for all gron^>s graded arc 

listed in Table 110. 

Table 109 

A*tf,3. Scores for Texture and Mtturily of Siae A and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harreat, Frtwen After Storage) 

Means of Individaal Treetoants 
Lev*l M M ~ 
        g-0 tA        K-5 g-6 U\ KT 
TP5 553 55^ 5C5 553 553 5*3 
Jfc* 37.0        37^        36.5 34.0        35.0        33>Q 

  Means of Main Bffects   
lerei IMfeana P-lteana- K<-Means -3 J^J 35^ 3533- 

1 35.42 34.25 35.87 

ulft. (.fe) OX 1775 ^§7 
L.3.D.  UOOL)    _ S.3.P.  g.S.D. K.3.D. 
Interactive effecta not significant 
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Table 110 

Arerage A.M.S. Scores for Texture and Maturity 
of Four Qrottpa of Frosen Pole Beana 

Froaen Ihile Fresh 
Site 3 » Siae 4 and 5 

Frozen After Storage 
Size 3 t Size 4 and 5 

37.08 » 
t 

37.50 36.42 t 
t 

34.83 

Crop - Five groups were graded. There were no aignif leant 

differences doe to fertilisation foond in any of the grotps. The 

average scores were in the grade A range, vhieh is 36-40 in the 

A.M.S. system. The average scores for the five groups are presented 

in Table 111. 

Table 111 

Average A.M.S. Scores for Texture and Maturity 
of Five Groups of Froaen Pole Beans 

Frosen While Fresh       1 t                       Frosen After Storage 
Size 3 *      Size 4 and 5 r          Size 3 * Size 4 and 5 

t First Harv.tSecond Harv, 1                                      t Second tiarv. 

38.19 1  36.95   t 36.90 
*        t 

t                        37.83 *  37.15 
t             t 
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The Effects of Sitrogen^ Phoaphorus, and Potaaalua Fertilization on 
tee Agrlcvtltoral Market Service Score for~8olor of Canned Pole Beans 

1952 Crop - Four groups were graded. Significant differences 

doe to fertilisers were found in two of these groups. In them, 

phosphoros fertilisation significantly reduced the scores for color 

in else 4. and 5 beans, of both fresh and stored lots (Tables 112, 

113). Potasslra fertilisation resulted in a change in scores fear 

color in them saae groups, with the form used showing slightly 

different effects. In the stored group* both the chloride and 

sulphate of potassium were associated with increased scores for 

color (Table 113). In the fresh group, potassium chloride was 

associated with a slightly decreased color score, as coiqasred to 

the plots receiving either potassium sulphate or no potassium 

treatment (Table 112). 

The average scores for color of the other groups were: 13.96 

for "Sise 3 Beans, Frozen while Freah", and 14.04 for "Size 3 

Beans, Frozen after Storage". 
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Table 112 

A.U.S. Scores for Color of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harvest, Canned While Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treataeuts 
Level S-6 P-l 

K-6 K-l K-2                     K-O Jf-1 K-i 

8-1 
U.6 
15.0 

14.0 
U.0 

15,0                   15.0 
15.0                  14.0 

14.5 
14.0 

u.o 
14.0 

Ueana of Main Effects 
Level K-tieans F-Meana K-.lfeana 

0 
1 
2 

1L 4i 
14.41 

U.5d 
14.25 

14.50 
U.12 
14.50 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.05) 
(.01) 

K.S.D. 
N.S.B. 

.12 

.18 
.16 
.23 

Table 113 

A.H.S. Scores for Color of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harvest, Canned After Storage) 

Means of Individual Treataents 
Level JMD P-l 

1-0           t-l K-2                     W) K-l K-2 

N-l 
13.5         U.0 
14.5         14.0 

15.0                   12.5 
14.5                  13.0 

14.5 
14.5 

14.6 
13.5 

Means of Main Effects 
Level K.Msans P-Means K-Means 

0 
1 
2 

i^.9i 
14.00 

14.25 
13.67 14.25 

14.25 
t.£.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.05) 
(-01) 

H.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

.425 

.601 
.526 
.736 

S-0 K-l It-2 
*-6 
p-1 

14.00 
12.75 

14.00 
14.50 

14.7$ 
13.75 

L.S.D. (•*5> —   .^ L.S.D.  (.017   — !.&$ 
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1953 Crop - Five groups were graded, and significant differences 

due to fertiliser usage sere noted in three of them. In the size 4 

and 5 beans ifcich vere canned while fresh, the combination of 100 

pounds of nitrogen <»■%*) sith phosphorus resulted in a significant 

decrease in the score for color (Table 114). In the same group, 

the potassium fertilisation also significantly lowered score for 

color. Scores for color in both stored lots of 4 and 5 size beans 

were increased by nitrogen fertilisation (Tables 115} 116). The 

increase in color score represents a change f roa grade B to grade 

A, according to the A.M.S. system. 

Table 114 

A.M.S. Scores for Color of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953 I<ate Harvest, Canned Ihile Fresh) 

Means of Individual Treattaents 
Level P-0 ¥m 

K-0 K-l                      K-0 ta 
N-0 
H-l 
N-2 

14.25 
14.50 
14.50 

14.00                14.75 
14.25                14.50 

14.00 

l/,.00 
14.25 

L.S.D. (.65) -   -45 L.S.D. (.01}   —    .61 

Means of Main Effects 
Level 8-Ueans P-Means K-Means 

0 
1 

14.25 
14.38 

14.25 
14.38 

14.50 
14.13 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) 
(.01) 

N.S.B. 
N.S.D. 

k.s.D. 
H.S.D. N.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 
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Table 115 

A.M.S. Scores for Color of Size 3 Beans 
(1953, Canned After Storage) 

Ueans of Individual Treataents 
Level P-6                                                    ^-1 

frO r-i                   E-0                          K-l 
H-6 
N-l 
N-2 

13.50 
14.50 
14.00 

13.75                13.75                        13.50 
14.00                14.25                        14.25 

14.25 

Means of Main Btfects (Factorial Treatnenta) 
Level iMfeans                          P-lfeana                          K-tfeans 

0 
1 

13.63                             13.94                             14.00 
14.25                            13.94                            13.87 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) .60                                B.S.D.                               N.S.D. 
H.S.J}.                               N.S.D.                               N.S.D, 

Individual treatment differences not significmt 
Interactive effects not significant 

Table 116 

A.M.S. Scores for Color of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1953 Early Harvest, Canned After Storage) 

Means of Individual Treataents 

 K-0 1-1        K-O 1M. 

»-l U.25 14.50 14.50 14.50 
K-2 14.75 14*25  

t.g.P. (.65)     —   1.67 t.S.ti. (.61)   —   1.U 

 Means of Main Effects (Factorial Treataents) 
Level S-Meana P-Means IMfeans 
~S 13^ 14115 14.13 

1 14.44       14.00 14.00 
L.S.D. (.05) TZS H.S.D. N.S.D. 
L.S.P. (.01) .65 N.S.D. N.S.D. 
Interactive effects were not significant 
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fhe Effects of Hitrogen, Phosphorus, and Potassium Fertiligatlon 
on the Agricultural Marketing Service Scores for Color of Fro sen 
Pole Beans 

1952 Crop - fertilization had a significant effect on scores 

for color in only one of the four groups graded. Thia was an effect 

of phosphorus fertilization in reducing score for color, T*iich 

occurred in the stared 4 and 5 size beans (table 117). 

fhe A.H.S. scores for color were in the A range (18-20) for 

the groups of beans #iich were frozen while fresh. However, the 

scores of beans i*iich were frozen after storage were ia the B 

range (16-18) • Average scores for color for the four groups which 

were graded are tabulated (fable 118). 

fable 117 

A.U.S. Scares for Color of Size 4 and 5 Beans 
(1952 Late Harvest, Frozen After Storage) 

Means of Individual freataents 
Level P-O ML 

tf-d K-l fc4                K-o K-l K-2 
W-6 
H-l 

16.5 
17.0 

18.0 
17.5 

18.5                   16.0 
17.0                   17.0 

15.5 
17.5 

15.6 
16.5 

Means of Main Effects 
le^I N-Ueans P-Ueans R-Ueans 

6 
1 
2 

i6.# 
17.08 

17.42 
16.25 

16.62 
17.12 
16.75 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) 
(.01) 

N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

.929 
N.S.D. 

N.S.D. 
N.S.D. 

Interactive effects not significant 
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Table 118 

Arerage A.M.S. Scores for Color of 
Four Oroups of Frozen Pole Beans 

Frozen ilfcile ^resh" Frozen After Storage "^ 
Size 3   »  Size 4 and 5 Size 3 t     Size 4- and 5 

18.46 18.00 16.92 16.83 

1953 Crop - five groups ware graded. Ho significant differences 

due to fertilisation were found in asy of the groups. Because of 

the ix3>ortance of these scores in grade evaluation, the averages 

are presented in the following table. 

table 119 

Average A.If.S. Scores for Color of 
Five Groups of Pole Beans 

Frozen While Fresh" Frozen After Storage 
Size 3 t Size 4 and 5 Size 3 Size 4 and 5 

t #irsi ftsrv. iSecond Harv. t Second Harv. 
17.38 *  18.05 18.85    i 17.98 

t 
18.40 
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The Bffeeta of Hitoogen, Phoaphorua^ and Potaaaiun Fertillgatlon 
on the Agricultural Marketing Servlee ^eore for Abaenee of Defecto 
la Proaen Pole Beana 

1952 Crap - Four groupa of beana ware graded. Sl^iifleant 

dlfferencea doe to fartlliaatlon «are found in only on* group. 

Phoaphooraa fartllisatlon aignlfloantly deereaaed aeorea teat "ab- 

•oaoe of defeeta* in alae 3 beans of the late harrest, frozen 

after atorage (fable 120}. Thia vas the tmLy aigniflcant effect 

Indicated by the data. 

Although aigniflcant differencea from fertilizer treateanta 

were found In tmly thia group. It waa noted that atoring the 

beana before freeaing reaulted in their receiving a loner acore 

for "abaence of defeeta". Thia vma very noticeable in alae 4 

and 5 beana (Table 121). 
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Table 120 

A.M.S. Scores for Absence of Defects In Size 3 Beans 
(1952 Late Harvest, Frozen After Storage) 

Beans of Individual Treatnsnts 
Level P-0 M. 

&4 K-i K-2 K-0 fci t-i 

»~1 36.5 
34.0 
32.0 

^6.5 
33.5 

is.o 
30.0 

3i.5 
25.0 

30.5 
32.0 

Means of Main Effects 
Level B-MeanB P-Means K-Ueans 
0 
1 
2 

31.^ 
31.50 

33.42 
29.67 

30.63 
30.88 
33.12 

L.S.D, (.05) 
L.S.D. (.01) 

N.S.D. 
S.S.D. 

3.61 
&VS.D. 

N.S.D. 
H.S.D. 

Intersu stive effects not significant 

Table 121 

Average A.M.S. Scores for Absence of Defects 
in Poor Groups of Frozen Pole Beans 

Frozen I'hlle Fresh         i e        Frozen After Storage 
Size 3  t  Size 4 and 5      i E       Size 3  :  Size 4 and 5 

S                        1 
37.08  t     36.22        i 

t                                        i 

E                   t 
E       36.22  t     27.96 
E                   S 
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The Bf f ects of Sulphnr on the Chwdcal Caqaoaltton and Quality of 
Canoed anJUFroam PoLe Siana  ' ' 

1952 Crop - Aa «aa dlscuased la the introduetlony there 

an extra treatasnt added to check the effect of solph&r on yield. 

Since the phoephate fertilizers used contained sulphur^ the eoctra 

treataent mut fertilised *ith aulphar-free dianaoniiBi pho^hate. 

This treataent artpplied the saae aaouxxt of nitrogen, phoephorua, 

and potaaaion (100-120-0) and waa ccnperable to the regular 

(100-120-0) treatBant, The latter ia designated aa the "sulphur* 

treataent in this diaaertationj tAereaa, the extra (100-120-0) 

treataent, fertilised vlth G, P* diaBBBtHdua phosphate, is desig- 

nated as the "sulphur-free" treataent. 

Been* from, this extra "sulphur-free" treataent -eere eraluated 

for quality and cheaical cosposltion as sere those is the regular 

2x2x3 factorial systea, except that they sere net graded toy 

the Agricultural Barketing Service* The data froa the "sulphur* 

and "sulphur-free" treataenta sere tabulated and differences 

evaluated far statistical significance. 

A significantly hi^ier percentage of phosphorus sas found in 

the sulphur-free treataent of three groups of beans (Table 122), 

two groups of -mhleh sere of late harvest, frosen after storage. 

They included both sixes of beans. The third group was sise 3 
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of the early harvest* frozen «bile fresh. In addition, the means 

of the phosphorus percentage of the sulphur-free treatoents ia the 

fresh-fToBen beans of both harvests ware higherj although the dif- 

fere&ee was sot great enough to Meet requireannts for significance 

(Table 122). 

fable 122 

Effect of Sulphur on Percentage of Phosphorus 
in Froaen Pole Beans (1952) 

Ifeanaoflnt&vidaal TreataeirSs 
Frosen Iniile Freah t JFrosen After Storage 

Bar.l : Ear. 2 t Har.l s Har.i 
Size mi Sise A and 5 

2nd Harvest 

Sulphur 
Sulphar^fgee 
I..S,S. (.051 
US.D. (.01) 

.368 * .394 i 
t 

•385 * .376 .366 .360 
.421 

N.S.Il: .020 t M.S.D.t N.S.D, 
N.S.IU .038 I H.S.D.! H.S.D, 

*Q33 
.046 *049 
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The Effects of Nitrogen^ Phogphoras, and PotaasitoB Fertilization 
an the Pwrc«]tage of grooked and Misahapen Pods in Pole Beans 

Crop - Percentages, by weight, of misshapen and crooked 

beans -eere determined for the 1955 crop only. The data shoeed that 

potasaiun fertilisation as a aain effect significantly increased 

the percentage of crooked and Misshapen pods in the size 3 beans 

(Table 124). 

In the size 4 and 5 beans the main and interactive effects of 

fertilizers were not significant, but sons of the differences be- 

tween individual treatments were significant (Table 123). Ferti- 

lization with nitrogen, when used with potassiua and phosphorus 

fertilizers (note coaibinatlon N-0, P-l, K-l vs. IM., F-l, R-l), 

resulted in significantly increased percentage of crooked and 

misahapen beans. It was also Indicated that the association of 

nitrogen fertilization with increased percentage of crooked and 

misahapen beans was dependent on the phosphorus fertilization 

level in the S-2 series (100 pounds nitrogen). Percentage of 

crooked and misshapen beans was significantly increased by phos- 

phorus fertilisation in the S-2 series (Table 123). 

The main effects of nitrogen fertilisation in the size 4 and 5 

beans were not great enough to be significant, although inspection 

of the means of individual treatments showed that there was ft con- 

sistent increase in percentage of crooked and misshapen beans in sill 

groups in ifcich nitrogen was used (Table 123). The variation among 

detendnations was relatively high, making proof of significance 

difficult. 
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Tkbla 123 

Percentage of Crooked sad IflLsshapen Pods in Sise 4 and 5 Beans 

Mesas of Indlvldaal Tr^itaents 

ira —xir "m——53— SZ3 
B-l 6.50 5.80 6.22 7.68 
1-2 5.28 6.60 

Means of Main Effects (factoirial Treataents) 
Level                            W-4faana                          IMfaans                          S>4ieans 
"Tl— 3^5 5^5 S^T" 

6,55 6.40 6.29 
Lre erf « Main sad interactiTe effects not signifieanS- 

Table 124 

Pere«Btage of Cz-ooked a&d Mis^bq>en Pods in Sise 3 Beans 

Msana of IndiTidaal TreatMents 

-Snr- OS 5^S 5^ 735 
8-1 5.30 6.08 5*25 7.62 

-£^ 2^22 202  
_ Means of Main  Iffeets (Factorial Treataente) 

Lerel W. Mewis BJissns JC-Means 
"Tl 535 JM 533- 
1 -          ^21_ 6.61 6.69 

t.S.D. U05I       S.S.D. H.S.D, .77 

^*^gr J*^    . ^*-D*        *!s*p:        s.s.p. 
Indiridaal treatment differences not significant 
Main and interactive effects not significant 
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Tha Effects of Nitrogen» Phoaphorua, and Potaaaiua Feortlllgatlon 
on tha Crttdaffear Content of Canned Pole Baana 

19^2 Crop - Cruda fiber detenlnationa «are aade on all eaimed 

lota of tha 1952 crop.   The data indieatad no eignifieant diffarances 

had raaultad frcai fartHiacir treat«anta in any of the growpa atudied. 

Sinea eruda. fiber content ia a very important cpiality factor, 

the araraga pereentagaa of eruda fiber foond in the rarioua groupa 

have been preaoaied In Table 125* 

Table 125 

ATarage Percentage Crude Fiber in 
Six Orocqsa of Canned Pole Beana 

Early Harveat 
Canned Fjresk CannedJFreah     t banned After Storage 

Size 3 i  Siaa 4 and ^ Siaa 3 t  Size 4 and 5 * 3i»e 3 t Siae 4. 5 
s 

►0171 t       ,0177 
t t      t 

.0U6 t •0198     t .0149 » .0253 
t -.* 
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The Effects of Mtrogan, Fhoaphorao, and Potaaaiua Fertiliaatloa 
«a Panail RralSwaaea Seioraa for Flaror of Canned and Froson Siaa 4 
and 5 Pole Baana 

1953 Crop - No significant differences in preference scores 

for flavor of canned beans were indicated by statistical analysis 

of the data. However, la frosen beans a significant interaction 

of P x X was found, in which it was shown that the use of potassim 

fertiliser significantly depressed Mores for flavor preference when 

phosphorus fertilisers were not used (Table 126) • 

Table 126 

Panel Preference Scores for flavor 
of Trosen Pole Beans 

jdaana o^ ijkHvidnal Treataents 
J*^i *-6 ML 
        t-d        v. g-i U) fc.r 
TRJ 305 =^35 =353 7%r 
9-1 .363 -.363 .182 -.273 

i.O. (.651   *—  .69^ LB.ii.lM) ~  .frU 

leans of Main Effects (Factorial Treatacnts) 
Level JMfcans Misnns K'Jieans 
nj ^m =39 SET 

1 -.023 A 023 -.182 

 Means of P x K Coribinatione  ^g,          
TP5 531 3J3I  
K-l  -.500 036 • 

JAB. (.«) T ^,_. uj*^ (A) — rrer 
Individoal treataant differences not significani 
Main effects not significant 
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The Sffeetg of nitrogen, Pho«piioanig» and Potassiaa FcrtHiaatian 
on PrefarenM Seofs for Appearane* of Canned and Froson 31«o 4~ 
and 5 ?olo Beana " " 

i9!g Crop - The data In Tables 127 and 128 tfiov that significant 

dlffareneea in pan&L prefer«ie« aeores for ^pearanee oeourred aa a 

reault of fertiliser traatoenta. 

Potaasixai fertiliaatl<m significantly dapreaaed the preferenoa 

aecrea for appeitranee of caimed beana, m the aain effect baaia 

(Table 1Z7),   This vaa the (aily aignifioant result of fertiliser 

treatanat indicated by the data in that group, 

PotaaaiTm fertilisation alao appeared aa a significant factor 

affecting the preference acorea for appMirance of frozen beana 

{Table 128). In a P x I interaction, a tendency of phoephorua 

fertilisation to increaae the panel preference More in the absence 

of petastfiuoy vaa significantly eomnteracted by potasettni ferti-> 

lijation. 
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Tabla 127 

Panel Preferanca Scores for Appearance 
of Canned Pole Beana 

Maana of IndlTlAoal Treataenta 
tev«l B-O P-l 
    g-O         ML      £4 fc-i -^-g .  #fl06    z?m —^B =j55r 
B-l       .            #182                       -.273                /.363                          .091 
W-a .363 ^091  

Moana of M»1P Sffecta (Factorial Treataenta) 
Lerel IMieana P-Meana I^Menna 
-Tl 3^55 =^B2 ZST 

1  jO^ 2136 -.250 

L.S.D, (*01J      ^.fl^* 1I«S«D. .^^ 
tndiyi<iaai treataant differeneea not significant 
Interaetire effeeta not significant 

Table 128 

Panel Preference Score for Appearance 
of Frosen Pole Beana 

Beana of IndividTial Treataenta        *" 
Idwal IM) P«l 

n53J 7SS5 7m ^5 ^12? 
»-l        .454 .45A      1.272 .182 

_ Msana of Main Effeeta (Factorial Treataenta) 
Level           g-4ieana          P-^eana          K-Meana -^ :n;_ -^ -^p- 

1     .591 . .364 >227 

,  Maana of P x K Coebinatlona   

IPS HEB ?^?  
J^L  .454  .000 
t.fB. LO^)   —   .^8_ L.3.b. (.«L)   -   .faii 
Main effects not aignificant 
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The Effects of nitrogen* Phoepfaorus, and Potaaalua Fcrtillzatlcm 
on the Total*3bllda Coatent of Frosen F'dle Bean?  ——-———*— 

and 1953 Grope - The pareeotage of total aolide 

detenined on all grot^a of f rosen beane prior to cheaical analyais. 

Ho elgnlfieaBt diffcarenees ia total aolide eontent eere found to 

have restated fro« fertiliser tre^ianxts* 

Hoeerer, the average percentages of the several groqps are 

presented far nee in convoarslon of cheaical data fro« the dry 

eeif^t to the frosen eeight baeia (Table 129). 

Table 129 

Percentage Total Solids Content of Frosen Pole Beans 
(1952 and 1953 Grope) 

as 
t t   Early   t   I*te Early t late 

Harvest t Harvest t     t Haz^rest t Harvest 
Sise 3 : Sise ^ t Size 3 t flise ±6   t   Sise 3t       Sise ^ 

* t I t t t 
8.62   *      8.92     t    7.93   t     7.96       i     7«33 *   7.56     t      6.69 

» it t t t 
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Discussion 

The Sffects of KLtrogen, Phosphoarog, and Potasaltaa Fertlllaation 
on the Cheaicai Composition of Pole Beans 

In general, the effects of fertilisation with the elements 

nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium on their own Individual percent- 

age compositions were relatively small. The effects of fertilization 

with one specific nutrient element on the percentage composition 

of other elements were nneh more noticeable. 

Nitrogen - Fertilisation with nitrogen resulted in an increase 

in nitrogen content of all of the size A and 5 beans except one 

groap. The exception was the late harvest of 1953. Storage treat- 

ment did not affect this general condition. 

Nitrogen fertilisation resulted in an increase la nitrogen 

content in only one group  of sise 3 beans. In three other groups, 

phosphorus fertilisation either depressed nitrogen percentage or 

conditioned the response from nitrogen fertilisation. 

The increase of nitrogen content of the beans, which was 

brought about by nitrogen fertilisation, was less than five percent. 

However, the fact that the nitrogen content of the larger-sised 

beans was maintained at a higher level by nitrogen fertilisation 

may have implications concerning other findings reported later 

in this dissertation. 
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Phosphoras - The percentage conpoeition of phosphorus was 

increased by phosphoras fertilisation in only one of nine groups 

studied. This does not at first seen conpatible with the large 

yield response obtained from phosphorus fertilisation during 1952 

(Appendix Table 2). However, these deterninationa were made on 

the bean pods, late in the growth cycle. Dean and Tried (19, 

p.4-5) state that the effects of phosphorus fertilisation on ab- 

sorption of phosphorus by the plant are anxch more noticeable early 

in the growth cycle. This generality applies to many crop species. 

An increased phosphorus content from phosphorus fertilisation, 

therefore, should not necessarily be expected in tissues collected 

late in the growing season. 

Nitrogen fertilization resulted in significantly decreased 

phosphorus content in beans of the 1952 crop. This year was 

characterized by a positive yield response to phosphorus ferti- 

lisation with no significant change in yield froa nitrogen 

fertilization. In 1953, although nitrogen fertilization resulted 

in no significant effects on the phosphorus content of the harvested 

beans, the effect on yield was a small but significant increase. 

The possible relationship of these two effects is of interest. 

Culljnan ami Batjer (18, p.54) noted a sharp decrease in 

phosphorus in peach whips receiving liberal quantities of nitrogen. 

Boynton and Compton (11, p.15) after finding a reduction in phos- 

phorus content of apple leaves as a result of fertilization with 

nitrogen, considered dilution to be at least in part responsible. 
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Increase in dry weight of leaves induced by nitrogen fertilization 

caused a decrease in percentage coapositioa of phosphorus, according 

to this theory. This explanation seems applicable to Cullinan and 

Batjer's results also, but if such an explanation were applied to 

the 1952 results reported in this study, one would need to pre- 

suppose that an increase in dry weight had occurred as the result 

of nitrogen fertilisation. If this actually did occur, it did not 

contribute to yield of beans. Although dilution is a possibility, 

the dilution effect would have to be considerable since the reduction 

in phosphorus percentage averaged about ten percent. 

Significant effects of potassium fertilisation on the phosphorus 

content of the beans occurred only in 1952 and were United to a 

single group of beans* The effect was a depression of the phos- 

phorus percentage, ufaieh was apparent only in the absence of 

nitrogen fertilisation. As was pointed out earlier, the effects 

of nitrogen fertilisation on phosphorus content were conditioned 

by the crop year, this being an exanple of an effect found only 

in the 1952 beans. 

Phosphorus percentage was the only factor of chemical com- 

position or quality showing significant effects from sulphur 

fertilization (Table 122). A higher percentage of phosphorus 

was generally found in beans fertilized with sulphur-free diaxa- 

moniua phosphate. This condition is conparable to that found by 

Ergle and Eaton (21, p.648). Their data indicated that cotton 
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plants grown in sulphur-deficient nutrient solutions had higher 

quantities of phosphorus, magnesium, and calcium in their tissues* 

These -were called "extra" accumulations by these writers but no 

explanations for the effects were offered. 

Potassium - Potassium fertilisation had very little effect on 

the percentage composition of that element in the beans. The signi- 

ficant effects found were limited to interactions with phosphorus 

or nitrogen in two groups of size 4 and 5 beans. Potassium levels 

were approximately two percent of the dry weight, in both the 1952 

and 1953 crops. 

The effects of phosphorus fertilisation on potassium content 

of the beans appeared to be conditioned by sise of the beans, the 

crop year, and by interactions with nitrogen. These interactions 

occurred frequently in both sizes of beans and in both crop years. 

In such interactions, the tendency for phosphorus fertilisation 

to reduce the potassium content depended on the level of nitrogen 

applied. In general, although not without exception, the effect 

of phosphorus in reducing toe potassium level was greatest when 

no nitrogen fertilizer was applied. 

Main effect reductions of the potassium percentage by phos- 

phorus fertilisation were limited to sise 3 beans of the 1952 crop. 

Such inverse relationships have been reported before, although toe 

effect has usually been that of depressed phosphorus content 

resulting from potassium application. Mulder (38, p.116) relates 
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this to a depressive effect of potassium on magnesium, which he 

believes to be more directly related to the absorption of phos- 

phorus. Others, such as Carolus (16, p.358) have noted this 

effect, but the reverse condition appears to be more rare. 

The effects of nitrogen fertilisation on the potassium content 

of the beans uere limited to the interactive effects with phos- 

phorus alreaty described. Perhaps this may be explained on the 

basis of the reduction of phosphorus content by nitrogen ferti- 

lisation. 

Calcium - Phosphorus fertilization was associated with a 

marked decrease in calcium content of the beans, particularly in 

the 1952 crop. This association is of considerable interest 

since In the course of the investigations reported here it was 

found that phosphate ions would cause depression in the apparent 

calcium readings of the flame photometer. This condition had 

not been reported previously, but Baker and Johnson (2, pp.4.65- 

468) made such a report in March, 1954) approximately the time 

that the same finding was made independently in these experiments. 

Since phosphate was present in all solutions, this means 

that all of the calcium values were depressed by this condition. 

Baker and Johnson's data (2, p.466) indicate that this depression 

was perhaps as much as 25£. This also creates the possibility 

that the reduction in calcium content associated with phosphorus 

fertilization could be a technical artifact. However, phosphorus 
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fertilization increased the percentage of phosphorus found in the 

beans in only one of nine groups; thus, the possibility of a technical 

artifact is practically eliminated. It is concluded, therefore, 

that phosphorus fertilisation actually did result in a marked decrease 

in calcium content of the beans. 

This condition is not commonLy mentioned in the literature. 

However there hare been a few instances in which phosphorus has 

been found to affect calcium absorption adversely. In some green- 

house tests with low calcium soils. Bishop (6, p.243) found that 

when auper-phosphate was used in rates up to 2000 pounds per acre, 

the calcium content of plants usually showed a decrease until the 

highest applications were reached. Beeson (5, p.46) cites Stale 

(43) in a discussion of this same condition. In his work on high 

potash soils, it was found that phosphorus fertilization resulted 

in a decrease in the calcium content of hay. 

k possible explanation for this reduction in calcium, induced 

by phosphorus fertilization, is found in the fact that calcium 

and phosphorus can form many compounds with a wide range in Ca 

to P ratios. The treble ffuper-phosphate used in these experiments 

contained 2L% calcium oxide and U5% phosphorus anhydride (Appendix 

Tables 1 and 3). In the soil, the addition of treble super-phos- 

phate could result in the formation of coBpounds containing a higher 

Ga to P ratio than originally present in the super-phosphate itself. 

The source of this calcium would be the soil, which would result 
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in leas calcium being available to the plant. Reduced calcium 

absorption could then be expected. A similar reaction forms the 

basis of the comnercial use of sequestering agents. 

A high concentration of phosphorus has been shorn to retard 

the uptake of iron by beans. Rediake and Biddalph (43, pp.58V586) 

determined the quantitative aspects of this retardation. 

The effects of nitrogen fertilization on the percentage of 

calcium were almost entirely limited to size 4 and 5 beans and 

were conditioned by the crop year. In 1952, nitrogen fertilisation 

significantly increased the calcium content of all of the else 4 

and 5 groups, but in 1953 the only significant effect was a depres- 

sion in the calcium content of one of the groups. Some of the 

increases may be technical artifacts since the phosphorus content 

was generally reduced by nitrogen fertilization during 1952. Thus, 

phosphorus interference in the flame photometric determinations 

of calcium may have been reduced by nitrogen fertilization. 

The effects of potassium fertilization on calcium content 

were few, and they were conditioned by the year. Although potas- 

sium fertilisation has been noted to cause significant depression 

of calcium in many experiments (54, p.486), such effects were 

limited to one group in these experiments. 

Magnesium - The results from magnesium determinations were 

very similar to those of calcium, including the observation that 

apparent magnesium readings can be depressed by phosphate inter- 

ference. However, the observation that phosphorus fertilization 
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significantly decreased the percentage magnesium in all groups of 

the 1952 crop is believed to be substantiated on the sane basis 

as calcium. No depressive effects of phosphorus fertilisation 

on magnesium nere found in the 1953 beans* Perhaps this has some 

relationship to the observation that yield effects of phosphorus 

fertilisation were United to the 1952 crop. 

Nitrogen fertilisation resulted in an increased magnesium 

percentage in three groups during 1952, while in 1953 a decrease 

was found to have resulted fron nitrogen fertilisation in one group. 

Results were thus dependent on one year, and are possibly related 

to the fact that a yield response to nitrogen occurred in 1953 

but not in 1952 (Appendix Tables 2 and 4). 

Total Ash - Phosphorus fertilisation reduced the percentage 

of total ash in all groups of beans in 1952. This effect is 

believed to be related to the reduction of calcium and magnesium 

percentages by phosphorus fertilisation. In the 1953 crop the 

effect -was not so noticeable, again showing relationship to the 

calcium and magnesium contents. 

The effects of nitrogen fertilisation on the percentage 

of total ash were limited to three of the nine groups studied. 

Reduction in total ash occurred in two of those groups, both of 

which were size 4 and 5 beans. This may be a dilution effect. 
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In general, fertilisation with potassium chloride increased 

the total aril content daring 1952. This type of effect froa potas- 

siuB is well-known. York, Bradfield, and Peech (549 pp.53-63) 

demonstrated an Increase in cationic content from potassltea ferti- 

lisation in alfalfa and com. Although the increase in cationic 

content is often related to excess absorption of potassium, this 

condition does not appear to be applicable to the results obtained 

in these experiments since potassium fertilisation did not increase 

the potassium content of the beans to any appreciable degree. 

The yield data from the 1952 crop showed that potassium 

affected yield adrersely (Appendix Table 2). This response is 

similar to the one found in Sericea by York, Bradfield, and Peech 

(549 p.60). Their analyses indicated an inverse relationship 

between yields and the sum of the cations. 

Potassium sulphate fertilisation did not appear to hare as 

great an effect on total ash as did fertilization with potassium 

chloride. These two forms were noted to hare dissimilar effects 

on other factors. 

The potassium effects noted were limited to the 1952 crop; 

no significant differences in total ash attributable to potassium 

were found in the 1953 beans. Thus, the conditions described 

were related to the crop season. 
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The Effects of ffitrogen. Phosphorus* and Potassium Fertiliaatien 
on the Quality of Pole Beans 

Seed content - Phosphorus fertilisation resulted in an increase 

in seed content in alnost all of the beans of the 1952 crop and, 

also, significantly increased the yield. In 1953, there were no 

significant phosphorus fertilisation effects on seed content, and 

no significant increase in yield occurred. Apparently, there is 

a strong positive relationship between yield and seed content. 

Nitrogen fertiliaation often resulted in a reduction in seed 

content, usually in size A and 5 beans. These hare been shown to 

have had a higher nitrogen content. It would thus appear that 

nitrogen fertiliaation often resulted in a delay in maturity, as 

expressed by the degaree of development of the seeds and the higher 

nitrogen content of the tissues. Also during 1952, nitrogen ferti- 

lisation had the effect of decreasing phosphorus percentage, which 

could be related to seed developaent as noted above. 

Potassium fertilisation effects on seed content were limited 

to one group of the 1953 beans, in which a reduction in seed content 

was observed. 

The seed contents of all groups of beans were below the limits 

Qould (24, p.68) suggests for grade A beans, and most groups re- 

ceived maturity scares in the A range (35-40), when graded by the 

Agricultural Marketing Service. However, there were some groups 
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nhich Here border-line between A and B in oattirity score, suggesting 

that phosphorus fertilization could increase seed content sufficiently 

to be Halting in score for maturity. 

Shear press readings - No consistent relationship of the data 

from shear press readings and quality of the beans could be observed. 

Readings often appeared to be inversely related to seed content, 

as shoan by the effect of phosphorus fertilisation in significantly 

depressing shear press readings. This would indicate that processed 

beans of higher seed content may have less resistance to shear than 

those of lower seed content. However, this relationship was not 

consistent, indicating the possible existence of other complicating 

factors* 

Color of canned beans - The effects of potassium on color 

were quite prominent in the beans canned in 1952, but not in those 

canned in 1953. In the 1952 crop the effects were conditioned 

by the storage treatment. Significant reductions in "a" and/or 

"b* readings were noted to result from potassium fertilization 

in beans processed while fresh, whereas significantly increased 

■Rd" and *a* readings were obtained from beans processed after 

storage. These latter effects were limited to the larger sized 

beans. Significant effects on grade were limited to the stored 

beans, with potassium fertilization significantly increasing the 

A.M.S. score for color of size 4- and 5 beans, canned after storage. 
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Although potassium fertilization significantly altered objecti-re 

color readings in freshly processed beans as noted above, these 

changes were not reflected in changes in A.M.S. color scores. 

The effects of phosphorus fertilisation on color in 1952 were 

limited to beans which were canned after storage. In size 4 and 

5 beans, the effect was a decrease in *a* only, which was associated 

with a decreased A.M.S. color score. In size 5 beans, phosphorus 

fertilisation resulted in beans of higher *Rd* readings, but this 

had no significant effect en the A.U.S. color score. In the 195? 

crap,  phosphorus fertilization resulted in decreased "Rd" and "a" 

readings in freshly canned beans of the early harvest, but A .M.S. 

color score reductions were noted only when the 100 pounds of 

nitrogen treatment was combined with phosphorus. 

Nitrogen fertilization was observed to affect objective color 

readings of three of the four groups which were canned after 

storage. The effect was an increase in one or more of the color 

readings, usually indicating an increase in reflection or in 

color concentration resulting from nitrogen fertilization. In 

1953, these reading increases were associated with an Increased 

color score for both groups of beans canned after storage. 

In the range of ■Rd", "a", and *b" of these saaples signi- 

ficant reduction of any one, or a conbinatlon of these readings 

usually was associated with a significant reduction in A.M.S. 

color score. Conversely, an increase in color readings usually 
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was associated with an increase in color score. There were mam 

exceptions, which are believed to be cases in which the difference 

in color as determined by the Hunter Color and Color Difference 

Meter were not great enough to haro coanercial significance. 

The effects of nitrogen f ertilimation toward maintaining a 

higher color score in beans stored before canning are particularly 

eaphasised. The effects of phosphorus fertilisation were often 

the opposite to those of nitrogen fertilisation. The effects of 

potassiuB fertilisation on color of stored beans, ifcen significant, 

were siailar to those of nitrogen fertilisation. 

Color of frosen beans - There were nuneroue cases in which 

the color, as deteradned by objective measurement, was significantly 

affected by fertiliser treatments, but these color differences 

were reflected in A.M.S. color scores in only one group. This 

lack of association may be due to the fact that the A.M.3. grading 

systea permits a wider tolerance in color of frozen beans than it 

permits in the color of canned beans. 

The only significant changes in color of frosen beans noted 

in the 1952 crop resulted fron phosphorus fertilisation. Only 

two groups were involved, and in them phosphorus fertilisation 

resulted in lowered "a" readings in one group and in lowered *b* 

readings in the other. Lowered A.M.S* scores were associated with 

the lowered *a* readings, which occurred in size 4 and 5 beans, 

frosen after storage. Storage was shoim to haye soae relationship 
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in respect to -which the "a* coordinate was lowered, since significant 

lowering of *b* oeenrred in freshly frozen beans. Storage was also 

related to sensitivity of the A.M.S. color score, since significant 

change in this score occurred only in the beans which were froaen 

after storage. 

The only significant changes in color of frozen beans noted 

in the 1953 crop resulted from nitrogen fertilisation. Readings 

of one or more of the three objectire aeasurensnts were increased 

in four of the five groups studied in 1953. these color changes 

were not refle cted in the A.M.3. color scores. Again this may be 

due to the fact that the A.U.S. grading system pernits a wider 

tolerance In color of frozen beans than it peraits in the color 

of canned beans. 

The color effects of nitrogen and phosphorus fertilization 

were shown to be opposing effects in frozen beans, with nitrogen 

fertilisation resulting in increased objective color readings 

and phosphorus fertilisation resulting in decreased objective 

color readings. Increased readings, indicating increased reflect- 

ance and/or acre green hue and/car higher degree of color saturation, 

are thought to indicate greater chlorophyll content. The effect 

of nitrogen is perhaps related to the fact that nitrogen is a con- 

stituent of chlorophyll. Its effect in significantly reducing 

phosphorus content of the beans may also contribute to the dif- 

ferences in color resulting from nitrogen versus phosphorus ferti- 

lization. 
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The effects of phosphorus fertilisation on color may be 

related to depression in magnesium content, causing liaitation 

in the amount of chlorophyll, k second effect of phosphorus ferti- 

lization may be that of reducing iron uptake and translocation as 

pointed out by Rediake and Biddulph (43, pp.584,586). This can go 

so far as to cause chlorosis. 

Potassium fertilization did not result in any significant 

changes in color readings or color scores of frosen beans, although 

it was quite prominent in affecting color readings of canned beans. 

This might merit further investigation. 

Texture and maturity - Effects of fertilization on texture 

and maturity were limited to the size 4 and 5 beans processed after 

storage, with one exception. Phosphorus fertilisation was the 

strongest influencing factor in these scores, causing their signi- 

ficant reduction in both canned and frosen beans. The effects of 

nitrogen were indecisive, and those of potassium were limited to 

only one group. 

Some explanations of these findings may be related to Parka* 

and Stuart's work on changes in chemical coiqposition of beans after 

harvest (41, pp.301,309,311-313)•   Changes which would be likely 

to affect texture and maturity scores were (l) continuation of the 

seed ripening process (2) synthesis of protein in the beans, accom- 

panied by hydrolysis of the pods, and (3) changes in pectins to 

water soluble forms, reducing crispness. If seed ripening occurred 

at a faster rate in phosphorus fertilized beans, this could 
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contribute to a lowered texture and maturity score. In addition 

to a higher seed content, faster deterioration of the pod would be 

▼ezy likely to occur since this metaboliaaa would be occurring from 

materials translocated from the pods. 

Absence of defects - A.M.S. scoring for this factor was 

Halted to the 1952 pack. Phosphorus fertilisation was associated 

with a significantly lowered score in one group of stored beans. 

This is another example of reduction in a quality factor in stored 

beans, resulting from phosphorus fertilisation. 

Crooked and misshapen pods - These determinations were United 

to the 1953 crop. Potassium fertilisation significantly increased 

the percentage of crooked and misshapen pods in sise 4 and 5 beans. 

Nitrogen fertilisation appeared to increase the percentage of such 

beans in the sise 3 group. These effects are thought to be related 

to seed fill. Crooked pods often result from this condition. 

Preference scores for appearance and flaror - These determina- 

tions were limited to the 1953 crop. Canned beans from potassium 

fertilised plots received significantly lower preference scores 

for appearance. Potassium fertilisation was also a factor in the 

frosen bean appearance scores, in which a tendency of phosphorus 

fertilization to inorease the panel score was significantly counter- 

acted by potassium. 

Potassium fertilisation resulted in depressed scores for 

flavor preference, when phosphorus fertilisers were not used. 
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The bases for these effects are not known, nor is the coa- 

merclal significance of these panel scores knonn. They are dif- 

ferent from A.M.S. scores, which are accepted by the trade to the 

extent that they can for» the basis for private loans and sales 

transactions. 

However, these results do point out the advisability of sup- 

plementing A.U.S. grades with panel scoxdng, since by this means 

other effects may be uncovered. 
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SUMttRY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A study of the effects of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium 

f etrtilisation on the quality and chemical composition of pole beans 

«as made over a two year period. Quality factors included (a) 

objective measurements of seed content, color, crude fiber and 

ahear press readings (b) subjective scoring for color, texture 

and maturity, and absence of defects by the Agricultural liarketing 

Service, and (c) subjective scoring of appearance and flavor by 

a staff panel* 

The conclusions reached were as followst 

1. Hitrogen fertilisation significantly increased the percent- 

age of nitrogen in the larger sized beans* The amount of increase 

was less than five percent. 

2. The effect of nitrogen fertilization on the nitrogen 

content of the smaller beans was either not si&iiflcant or was 

conditioned by phosphorus fertilisation. 

3* Nitrogen fertilisation significantly depressed the 

phosphorus content of the 1952 crap, but not of the 1953 crop* 

4* Nitrogen fertilisation often resulted in reduced seed 

content, particularly in larger sized beans. 

5* Canned and froaen beans from nitrogen fertilised plots 

usually had color of greater reflectance afad/or often were more 

green in hue and higher in chroma. 
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6. Nitrogen fertilisation resulted in higher A.M.S. color 

scores of the 1953 beans canned after storage. 

7. Hiosphoms fertilization did not significantly affect 

the phosphorus content of the beans. 

8. A tendency of phosphorus fertilisation to reduce the 

potassixai content of the beans was often conditioned by the lerel 

of nitrogen fertilisation. 

9. Rtosphoros fertilisation significantly reduced the percent" 

age of calcium in the beans. 

10. Similar effects were noted on magnesium, but these were 

limited to the 1952 crop. 

11. Phosphorus fertilisation resulted In a significantly 

lower total ash content in beans of the 1952 crop, but not of 

the 1953 crop, 

12. Hwsphorua fertilisation significantly increased the 

seed content of the beans of the 1952 crop. 

13* Frozen beans from phosphorus fertilised plots usually 

had color showing lower reflectance sod/or often were more yellow 

in hue and lower in chroma, but the differences in objective 

readings were associated with lower color scores in only one group. 

14. Phosphorus fertilisation often resulted in reduced 

texture and maturity scores of beans stored before processing. 

15* Potassium fertilisation did not increase the potassium 

content of the beams. 
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16. Potassiua fertilization often increased total ash content 

of beans of the 1952 crop, with the chloride form shewing the greatest 

effect, 

17. Potassium fertilization resulted in some change in color 

of canned beans measured objectively, but these resulted in changed 

A.U.S. color scores in only one group. 

18. The flavor of frozen beans grown on potassium fertilized 

plots mas less preferred by a panel of staff members, but the effect 

mas conditioned by the level of phosphorus fertilisation, 

19. Potassium fertilization resulted in processed beans which 

were less preferred for appearance, as indicated by a panel of staff 

members* 

20. Potassium fertilisation significantly increased the percent- 

age of crooked and misshapen beans of A and 5 size in the 1953 crop. 

In size 3 beans nitrogen appeared to have the same effect. 

21. The crude fiber content of the beans was found to be very 

low and to be unaffected by fertilisation treatments in 1952. 

22. Sulphur treatment in 1952 was shown to have resulted in 

decreased phosphorus content of the beans* No other chemical or 

quality effects were indicated by the data* 

23. Phosphate was found to cause marked interference with 

the determination of calcium and magnesium by flame photometry* 

In general, nitrogen fertilisation contributed to improved 

quality in the beans, especially toward improvement of color and 

lowering of seed cemtent. Phosphorus fertilisation often reduced 
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quality froo higher seed content, less desirable texture, and 

through the derelopment of a color of less reflectance and more 

yellow hue. The desirable effects of nitrogen fertilisation and 

the undesirable effects of phosphorus fertilisation were accen- 

tuated by storing the beans before processing. 

Significant effects from potassium fertilisation were few, 

with the most important being lowered preference scores for appear- 

ance of canned and frozen beans, and lowered preference for flavor 

of frozen beans* The latter effect was conditioned by the level 

of phosphorus fertilisation. 

These conclusions are limited to the conditions of these 

experiments. 
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Appendix Table 1 

Effect of Various Rates, Kinds, and Amount of Fertiliser 
on the Yield of Pole Beans (1952) 

Treatment (lbs. per       ^ield in      Sieve Sizes - Percentage 
acre of M-P^OyK^)*     Tons per acre 1-2*3 #4 #5 #6 & over 
Checto-No fertilizer 9.62 " 
0*120-0 11.91 
0-240-0 11.79 
0-O-100 8.89 
0-120-100 11.04 
0-240-100 11.04 
50-0-0 9.00 
100-0-0 8.33 
5O-120-0 12.17 
50-240-0 12.33 
50-120-100 12.05 
50-240-100 11.70 
100-120-0 11.83 
100-240-0 12.21 
100-120-100 11.21 
100-240-100 10.96 
5O-O-100 8.31 
100-O-100 7.97 
Sidedress 100# N 9.87 
Sidedress 100-120-0 10.00 
100# N (NH.NO, •/. 

(HH^JjjSOT)** 8.45 
50-120-0 plus 2-25# 
H sidedresses 12.05        37   25 19    19 

100-120-0 as diammonium 
phosphate / NH,N0,*«»     12.89        39   27 20    14 

100-120-100 pW* * 
minor elements****        10.39 

100-120-100) KjSO/ 12.32 
100-0-100 ) as a 8.24 
,©-0-100   ) source of       9.12 
0-120-100 ) potash 11.66   
i..S.ri. (.ft/l^rel) OT  
L.S.D. (.01 level) 1.56   

•Unless otherwise stated, aamonium nitrate, treble-superphosphate, 
and muriate of potash are sources of nutrient. All banded at planting 
time, unless otherwise stated* 

♦♦Sufficient (NH^^SO^ to supply double the amount of sulphur 
found in treble-superpnosphate used to supply 120# P2O5 per acre. 

♦tttfDi-ammonium phosphate contained 0.001^ sulphur as (SO/)* 
«*iH^nar elements were 50# MgSO^ 25# each of MnSO^, ZnSO^, and 

CTISO/, and \Q# borax per acre. 

39 28 22 n 
34 27 23 16 
35 28 22 15 
42 27 23 8 
34 29 22 15 
29 26 25 20 
35 26 23 16 
45 28 19 8 
35 27 22 16 
36 26 21 17 
33 26 22 19 
31 26 23 20 
34 28 24 14 
36 26 21 17 
37 23 23 12 
33 25 23 19 
34 26 21 19 
45 28 21 6 
35 25 22 18 
35 27 22 16 

39 27 18 16 

37 27 21 15 
36 29 24 11 
41 28 20 11 
42 29 19 10 
34 26 21 19 
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Appendix Table 2 

The Effects of Nitrogen, Phosphorus, and Potassium 
Fertilisation on Yields of Fble Beans (1952) 

Usar LS of Individual Treatments 
Level K-0 1U1 

P-O P-l P-.2 P-0 P-l P-2 
N-0 
8-1 
N-2 

9.62 
9.00 
8.33 

11.91 
12.17 
ll.$3 

11.79 
12.33 
12.21 

8.89 
8.31 
7.97 

11.04 
12.05 
11.21 

11.04 
11.70 
10.96 

Ueans of Ifein Effects 
Level N-Jteans P-Means K-Meana 

0 
1 
2 

lO.W 
10.92 
10.41 

11.70 
11.67 

ii.(a 
10.34 

L.S.D. 
L.S.D. 

(.65) 
(.01) 

0.48 
0.64 

0.48 
0.64 

0.^9 
0.52 

Interactive efi 'ects not sigaLf icant 
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Appendix Table 3 

The Effects of Rate and Tine of Application of Fertilisers 
on Pole Bean TieLds (1953) 

Treatment (liuu per        t'ield in      Sieve Sixes - Percentage 
acre of S-P^Oc-fryO)*    team per acre l~3-3 #4 #5 #6 k orer 

Gheek-No fertiliser 10.33 
0-60-0 9.65 
0-120-0 10.66 
0-60-60 10.42 
0-120-60 9.78 
0-0-60 9.97 
50-0-0 10.53 
50-6(M) 11.38 
50-120-0 11.39 
50-0-60 10.44 
50-60^0 10.83 
50-120-60 10.39 
50-120-0 plus 2-25# I 

sidedresses 10.96 
50-120-0 as dianmonium 
phosphate 10.85 

100-CM) frcw NH/NOo 10.87 
100-0-0 tram (NH^^O/ 10.12 
100-120-0 11.08 
50-60-0 plus 60# PJJOJ 
deep placed 10.96 

43-88-60 plus 4-15# » 
sidedresses 10.57 

50-120-0 sidedressed 45 
days after planting 10.25 

L.S.D. (.05) $35 
L.S.D. .(.01) Ij^  

«A11 plots received in addition a uniform application of 50 
pounds N/acre (as calcium cyanandd) prior to ttoralng under cover crop. 

Unless stated otherwise, aaaonium nitrate, treble-superphosphate, 
and muriate of potash were the nutrient sources. All banded at 
planting time unless otherwise stated. 

29 24 24 23 
33 23 21 23 
31 25 24 20 
30 23 23 24 
30 23 23 24 
33 25 23 19 
35 25 23 17 
30 22 23 25 
33 24 23 20 
30 25 24 23. 
30 23 22 25 
37 25 21 17 

31 24 22 23 

31 22 ZL 26 
36 26 21 17 
34 25 21 20 
33 25 23 19 

29 23 22 26 

31 23 20 26 

?5 24 21 20 
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Appendix Table 4 

The Effects of Nitrogen, Fhosphorua, and Potassium 
Fertilisation on Tields of Pole Beans (1952) 

Msans of Individnal Treataents 
Lerel K-0 K-l 
    M    R-j    fi-2       i*-b    M.    g^ 
"TO 153 935 1535 £57 15752 577S 

W-l 10.53      11.38      11.39 10.44      10.83      10.39 

Means of Main Effects 
Level N-Meana P-Means K-Means 
-TI 15^4 1535 is^r 

1 10.83 10.58 10.31 
2 10.56  

L.S.D. C.05)        0.39 H.S.D. N.S.D. 
I..S.D. (.01)   0.52 H.S.D. H.S.D. 
Interactive effects not significant 


